
I.INTRODUCTION

Zakãt is an obligation that constitutes one of the five pillars of Islam together with

the declaration of faith, prayer, fasting and the pilgrimage to Mecca. Although

zalcãt is commonly defined as a form of charity, almsgiving, donation, or contri-

bution, it differs from these activities primarily in that they are arbitrary, volun-

tary actions, known as sadaqa. Zaþât, due to being an obligation sanctioned by

the Qur-an and the sunna, is a formal duty not subject to choice.

From the time of the Prophet Mubammad's relocation from Mecca to

Medina, Islam has not only been a political religion but also has imbedded in it a

clea¡ notion of political economy. State economics became bound up with pious

practice: the collection and distribution of alms (zalút but also alternatively

çadaqain the Quf-an) was to be supervised - if not controlled - by the head of the

community of the believers. Following the Prophet's death, the rejection of the

obligation to pay zatcãt by some nomadic tribes of A¡abia was regarded as an âct

of apostasy, ridda, md became a cause for war.

The role of ttre state and its obligation to collect and distribute zakãt ín the

"righrful way" was often debated by Muslim scholafs. rwhile the QuPãn says

nothing about zalcõt in an institutional sense, it does lay down how it should be

distributed once it has been collected. Various ¡evivalist and reformist movements

in particular used the question of the collection of zakãt t¡ their critique of
unpopular Muslim rulers or in thei¡ attempt to establish an Islamic order in a non-

Islamic setting. Taxation was condemned by these scholars as non-Islamic and a

return to eady Islam and the ideal of the Prophet's community in Medina was

propounded. Such movements could be found, for example, in the Bilãd al-Sud-an.

Thus an ideal Islamic order was established by critics of the "non-Islamic

reality". According to this ideal, ¡he imõmr of the Muslim community \ñ/as lecog-

nised as the principal political and religious figure. His duty was the maintenance

of Islamic traditions, the enforcement of the sharíja as well as Islamic economic

It is interesting to note that the notion of the word imùn is always masculine within an

Islamic discourse. Thus, for example, al-Mãwardi slated that "a woman may not take up

office as she is nor suited to adminisnadve office" and had similar restrictions in the case of

rhe imamare of prayer (al-Mawardi 1996: 98, 152-153). On the other hand, it is well known

rhat women could establish themsclves as teachers, scholars and Islamic leaders. One of the

most well-known examples of a Muslim female schotar in Sudanic Africa is that of Nanå

Asma'u (1793-1865) in the Sokoto Caliphate. See further Boyd 1989-
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and social policy. His duty was also to provide the intemal and extemal security
of the community of believers. These duties he accomplished through his azirs
who were responsible for police and military affai¡s. Taxation was to be based on
Qur'ãnic principals, the revenues from the .usår ('tithe') , zakãt and jizya, as well
as tÐ(es collected on caÍavans, and one-fifth of revenues from military expedi-
tions (/cånrzs) were to be redisnibuted by the imõmand his officials in the form of
public assistance.2 on the other hand, non-paymen¡of zakatwas viewed as an act
of apostasy and rebellion against the Islamic order and, therefore, the imdmhað
the right to demand the rightful amount of zalcãtby force.3

In the light of the ideal Islamic order, it seems as tf rhe imarn had a central
position in the collection, control and disbu¡sement of zal<ãt. But who was the
imãm? v/as he the ruler of a Muslim state or the head of a local community?
clearly, during the time of the fi¡st caliphs, the imam and the caliph was rhe same
person, combining political and religious authority. However, as the administra-
tion of the Caliphate became more complicated, the ruler had to hand over several
of his obligations ro his religious and political deputies. Due to rhe various rax
reforms during the Umayyad and Abbasid period, the collection and disbursement
of zalcãt was not a concern of the Muslim state but the local Muslim comrnunity.
such a development also took place during later centuries. For example, the sri¡T
communities (zãwiya, pl. zawãya) took over the collection of zal<åt in Morocco
during the l6th century due to the split in the central government and the dynastic
strife which created a political vacuum in some parts of Morocco.4

On the other hand, the transfer of the collection and disbursement of zalcãt
was somewhat contradictory to the ideal of the Islamic ideal of the ..good ruler".
According to this ideal, the "good rulef'was someone who looked after and ca¡ed
for the welfare of his subjects, especially the poor and miserable.5 These objec-
tives are underlined by, among others, Fulbe schola¡s such as usman dan Fodio
('uthmãn ibn Fûdi) and his brorher Abdullatri dan Fodio (.AM Allãh ibn Füdi) as
well as his son Muhammad Bello (Mut¡ammad Balù) in early lgth century Hausa-
land. In his political tact u;ùl al-siyâsa, Muhammad Bello refers to the example
of the second caliph, 'uma¡ ibn al-Khattãb (who, in fact, seemed to have been
used by several authors as the archetype of the "good nrler"), ..... .LJmar was con-
stantly looking into the problems of the destitute aÍiong his subjects and being of
service to them personally."6 He walked at night dressed as an ordinary man

2 Willis 1978:206.

3 Fisher l97l:395.
4 Rodriguez-Manas1966;1996.

5 On nø¡laba or 'communal welfare and the responsibility of the ruler', see further Khadduri
l99l:738_740.

6 Muhammad Bello, Ilsûl al-Siyãsa,quored in Marrin l97l: g4.
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among his subjects and listened to thei¡ complaints. During the daytime, he then

gave orders to correct the injustice or provide help for the needy one. Such an

ideal of the "good ruler" did prevail in Muslim societies and in the teaching of
Muslim scholars; "good rulers" were praised by the chroniclers and *bad rulers"

condemned. However, it has to be underlined that this "goodness" was a state-

ment of personal piety and moral (as well as political) wisdom, not an exemplifi-

cation ofthe existence ofan established institution.

Yet, all rulers were not "good" ones. Among 16th-century Timbuktu

scholars, such as Ahmad Bãbã, a rather critical stance developed towards a too

close cooperation between the schola¡s and the rulers. In his treatise Jalb al-ni'ma

wa-daf al-naqma bi-mujanabat al-wulãt al-Valama ("Attâining grace and avef-
ing evil by avoiding tyrannical rulers", c. 1588), Ahmad Bãbã calls upon Muslims

to avoid all dealings with rulers and state officials. Ahmad Bãbã did not single out

any ruler of his time - it could have been di¡ected against the ruler of Songhay or

Morocco - but wanted to relegate state authority to an extremely marginal
position in the affai¡s of Muslim society. As Saad has emphasised, Abmad Bãbã's

argument was that the relationship between Muslim society and the Muslim stæe

should be channelled solely through the judgeship, which, at least in Timbuktu,

had at that time emerged as the cenûal juridical, legislative and executive

institution. Therefore, according to Ahmad Bãbã" only the judge could lawfully be

paid by the state.T

Ahmad Bãbâ's argument is interesting for the discussion on the relationship

between the Muslim community, on one hand, and the state - Muslim or not - on

the other. In fact, it can be argued that Ahmad Bâbã's treatise can be regarded as

critical towards both the mismle of Muslim rulers as well as non-Muslim ones.

Especially in the Bilãd al-Südãn, both cases were present. Such a critical stânce as

the one of Atrmad Bãbã could indicate that the establishment of an Islamic order

had been superficial in particular Muslim states or \¡vas not put into practice.

Ahmad Bãbã's argument that Muslims should never accept gifts and wages from
any official other than the k:halífa himseH or his deputy, who were the only ones

lawfully qualified to dispense revenue at thei¡ own discretion,S can be read as a

critique of the situation in the Muslim states. Among other things, comrption,

bribery and unlawful assessment and levy of taxes and dues could be the targets

of such accusations.

Saad 1983: 100, 152-153.

Saad 1983: 153.
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* rf *

This study provides an overview of the existence or non-existence of zalcat tn
precolonial Sub-Satraran Africa, with special emphasis on the Bilãd al-Südâ¡r. The
objective of the book is to examine the assumption of a possible connection
between the esøblishment of an Islamic state and the anempt to introduce Islamic
taxation in the form of zakãt, kharãj and, jizya. However, this study is not an
overview of the process of Islamisation in sub-satraran Africa, as this topic is
already well known.9Instead, the key issue is to define which precolonial Muslim
governments may have been or were identified as trying to introduce and
implement Islamic Law and to push for a reorganisarion of the political and fiscal
structures in accordance of what might be called an "Islamic ldeal". such an
"Islamic ldeal" or "Islamic order" would include the Islamisation of the political,
economic and juridical structures of the state, in practice the abolishment of and
break with pre-Islamic customs and traditions or such manifestations that are
defined as non-Islamic by Muslim scholars and reformers.

In my view, the manifestation of such an "Islamic order" is to some extent
realised through the introduction and levy of zalcãt Othe¡ visible manifestations
of an "Islamic order" were the regular prayers as well as the fasting during the
month of Ramaflãn. The "Islamic order" becomes part of the public sphere, i.e.,
religious practices a¡e nor performed in private and individually but in public or at
least among a group of believers.

The concept of public and private sphere will be used in the book as a
tentative division. The role of the state is, according to my inærpretation, of key
importance: Does the ruler or his representatives ry to regulaæ and supervise the
collection and distribution of zakät or not? As long as zalút is regarded as an
individual act, given for the "sake of God", distributed directly to the recipients
without the intervention of the state or any other authority, such an act is part of
the private sphere. However, whenever the state or any other authority tries to
enforce its control over the transaction, zakat becomes a public matter as the
collection and distribution of zalcãt by the state is regulated by the shari,a, which,
in tum, is interpreted and afticulated by Muslim schola¡s and jurists. However,
such a distinction is in most cases rather academic. 'lvould, for example, the
distribution of alms after the Friday pmyers outside a mosque be regarded as a
public or a private matter? clearly, from a strictly legal interpreration ir would be
regarded as a private matter due to the absence ofthe state or its representatives.
However, one could also argue that such a distribution of alms is as much a

9 For an overview, see Clarke 1982, Hisken 1984 and Levtzion 2000.
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private as a public matter, being a private one for the one who disuibutes his alms

but a public one for the recipients as they would receive the alms in public. A

different case occurs when alms are given in private, for example when poor

people are invited for a dinner (in this case I would regard such an act as â private

one), whereas the distribution of food, say in times of distress, could be regarded

as a voluntary but public act, especially if it is done outside the compound.

In the case of zaløt, one must further distinguish between the moral

obligation and the pious act when one discusses the difference between the two

kinds of almsgiving in Islam. Tnkat is a moral obligation and becomes a tax for

the Muslims in an Islamic state, whereas sadaqa is an individual pious act and

never haS any collective conngtåtions. ThuS zalútis mgre than just a "good deed"

because it is an obligation, whereas the giving of alms (;adaqa) is the decision of

the giver alone. Therefore, in an Islamic order, zalcatbelongs to the public sphere,

wheleas ;adaqabelongs to the private sphere.

As a consequence, therefore, when zal¡ãt becomes part of the public sphere,

i.e., its collection and distribution is supervised by an Islamic govemment' such a

govenìment is able to cTeate an "lslamic sphefe", which is manifested through the

establishment of an "Islamic order". Howevet, as will be argued in Chapter VIII,

the establishment of an "Islamic sphere" does nOt necess¿lry depend on the

existence of an Islamic government. The concept of an "ISlamic sPhere" has been

developed by Beniamin Soares and RobeÍ Launay in their article on the

transformations within Muslim societies in French West Africa during the

colonial period.lO According to Launay and Soares, political and economic de-

velopments during the late 19th and earty 20th century have led to the emergence

of a space concÊPtually sepafate from, but not independent of, the colonial state.

This space is described by Launay and Soa¡es in terms of a "public sphere" and

called "Islamic" because it was within this space that Muslims debated matters of

public concern outside the direct control of the colonial state, such as matters

related to the question of how Muslims should practise their religion. Although

Launay and Soares restrict thei¡ discussion to the colonial period, it could be

argued that the metaphor of the/a "Islamic sphefe" can þ applied to precolonial

conditions in the Bilãd al-Si¡dãn, too. It could be argued that such an "Islamic

sphere" existed and emerged in all those Muslim communities that tried to

enforce an Islamic order within a non-Muslim society. In such "Islamic spheres"

zalcãt emetged again as a public mattef - it was collected and distributed by the

imãm, Ìhe gulî shaykh or the holy man who led the community of believers (see

Chapter VII!. Yet, how should one interpret the situation in most of the pre-

colonial Muslim states in the Bilãd at-Sudãn? tt could be argued that there existed

5

l0 Launay & soares 1999. I am indebted to Rüdiger Seesemann for this information.
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an "Islamic sphere" in all of the precolonial Muslim states, but this "sphefe" was

not overlapping or equal with the Muslim state. In most of the precolonial Muslim

states the majority of the subjects were non-Muslims and the rulers were ruling
over two different societies - a Muslim one and a non-Muslim one. Therefo¡e,

several states, especially those in the eastem part of the Bilãd al-Sûdãn, have been

identifred as being "Sudanic" kingdoms, i.e., a combination of Muslim and local,

sometimes divine, political traditions. In a few Muslim stâtes, especially those

established ¿N an outcome of a victorious militant Islamic reform movement, it
could be argued that the "Islamic sphere" and the "sphere" of the state were

overlapping. It seems that it was in such cases t}lrat zakãt emerged as one

cornerstone of an Islamic order.

One focus of the book will be on the identification of what kind of taxation

was implemented by precolonial sub-Saha¡an Muslim states, especially whether

zakãt was collected or not and whether the collection and distributton of. zalcãt

was supervised by the state and its agents. Second, the aim is to investigate the

existence of both obligatory and voluntary almsgiving and whether zakat was

regarded as a purely private religious act or if it was connected to the public

sphere, namely tf zalcãt was identifred by the believers as well as the rulers as a

collective manifestation and act. Third, and closely connected to the second aim,

comes the question of the "good ruler" and the "expectations of the subjects",

especially with regard to obligatory or mandatory almsgiving, its collection,

conhol and distribution, which were meant to be the task of the Islamic state.

It is suggested in this study that zakãt as a tax was not implemented by most

of the sub-Saharan Muslim states. Only those states that \r¡ere established as the

outcome of a victorious Islamic militant reform movement did try to establish an

Islamic economy. There are four clear cases of such Islamic states - the

Almoravids,ll the Sokoto Caliphate and the Mahdiya as well as the Diiza in
Masina. Another set of states were those states which were established as the

result of militant reform movements, such as the almamates of Futa Toro and Futa

Jallon as well as Futa Bundu. Although these states at some stages could be

identified as Islamic ones, the Islamisation of the tax system was rudimentary

despite the fact that an Islamic order had been established. Other states and

empires that can be identified as Muslim, but not Islamic states, did not push for
an Islamisation of the government, the juridical system and taxation, although

there a¡e some exceptions. Songhay, Kanem-Bomo, and possibly Manda¡a, a¡e

interesting cases because at times there were clear anempts to establish an Isla¡nic

order in these states although pre-Islamic naditions and customs were to prevail

I I Although constituting an important chapter in the history of the Maghrib, the Almoravids are

included in this survey due to lhe impacr of the movement and affrliated schola¡s throughout
the Westem Sudan.

7
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in the end. Further to the east, the case of rüadai as well as Dã¡ Für is interesting
because the politico-religious structure of these states w¿rs quite similar to earlier
ones in the western sudan savannah, namely a mixture of pre-Islamic divine
kingship and Islamic political, fiscal and administrative oonceprs.

On the other hand, it is quite clear that there existed a ..moral economy of
salvation" throughout sub-saha¡an Muslim Afric4l2 and there is no doubt that
zal<ãt was collected and distributed in many sub-Saharan Muslim societies. How-
ever, as one late l5th century document reveals, its collection and distribution
was rather haphazard and gave rise to a criticism of the ruling class by the
tulo ¡t.t3 on the other hand, on a local level and especially within Muslim en-
claves within non-Muslim societies, such as the communities of Muslim scholars
and holy men, the eståblishment of an Islamic order was pursued and was often
achieved. fukãt was collected and distributed within such enclaves by the local
imåm andlor the holy man. Yet, although the existence of an Islamic order within
these communities cannot be denied or doubted, it does not follow that one can
identify such an Islamic order to be a public one. Insread, the Islamic order of the
enclaves was limited to the Muslim community and in most cases did not affect
the surrounding non-Muslim society and state.l4

However, it is not enough to identify the existence or non-existence of zakÃt
in the precolonial Bilãd al-sùdãri but one has also to investigare the meaning and
impact of obligatory almsgiving. unfornrnately, the conclusions a¡e rather disap
pointing due to the almost total lack of appropriate sources. written documents
are rare and government records are almost totally missing. Therefore it is almost
impossible to reconstruct the system of taxation in precolonial sub-saharan
Muslim states, not to mention the fiscal ideal and realities. Thus, for example,
there a¡e no fiscal records left from any state apart from the MatrdÏya,ls although
there are references to both public treasuries and the keeping ofrecords in several
other states. One argument would be that such written records never existed. In
the case of the Sokoto Caliphate, the use of oral data was common, but there are

some references by early British colonial officers about written records, too.
Although most of the states were based on a kind of "oral administration", one
could argue that especially Muslim states would at least have tried to establish a
rudimentary "written administration".l6 However, one has also to underline the
fact that the most important revenue consisted of custom dues and tolls as well as

12 The concept of a "moral oconomy of salvation" was introduced by John Hunwick, see
further Hunwick 1999a. An outline is provided in Chapær tr.

13 See furrherCbapter III.
14 See further Chapter VIl.
l5 See Abu Shouk & Bjørketo 1996. An outline is provided in ChaFer VI.

16 See furtherGoody 1986.
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various fees and tributes levied on traders and their goods in most, if not all,

precolonial Muslim or Islamic governments in the Bilãd al-Südãn. As a con-

sequence, the state itself as well as the ruler and his court were not dependent on

the income from the religious taxes. Last, but not least, the special nature of sub-

Saha¡an Muslim states in comparison with the "Hea¡tlând" of the Islamic world,

the Middle East, Egypt and Persia, must be emphasised. Although the notion of a

special "African" ot "Black" notion of Islam does not have any credibility, one

must not forget that sub-Saha¡an Africa - especially the Bilãd al-Südãn - was

only to a certain part of the Islamic oecumene. The region q¡as not conquered and

was never part of the Umayyad or Abbasid Caliphate, its rulers converted to Islam

but remained sovereign rulers. On the other hand, the Bilâd al-Sûdãn was an

integrated part of the Islamic (economic) world system, the Islamic oecumene that

stretched f¡om the Atlantic to the Southeast Asian archipelago, Central Asia and

eventually China.

This study is divided into six parts. Chapter II concentrates on Islam and

charity and presents an overview of the various aspects of benevolence, philan-

thropy, charity as well as giving and receiving, focussing on Islam and outlines by

Muslim scholars. In addition, zalcat as a moral obligation both within the private

and the public spheres as well as an ideal concept is discussed together with the

ideal of the "good ruler". Chapter III concentrates on the identification of zal<at tn

Muslim states in the Bilãd al-Südãn until the latter part of the lTth century,

highlighting the (non-) existence of Islamic taxation - or at least the lack of
sources - in various Muslim societies. Thus Takrur, Muslim Gh-ana and Mãli tum

out to be "unknown realities", whereas clear arguments for the establishment of
an Islamic order can be identified in the cases of the Almoravids, Songhay under

Askiya al-Hãjj Muhammad and Nãçir al-Dín. An examination of the va¡ious

attempts to establish an Islamic state in the Bilãd al-Südãn during the lSth and

19th cennrry will be provided in Chapter fV, apart from the case of the Sokoto

Caliphate and the Mahdîya, which have been dealt with in Chapters V and VI
respectively. In Chapter VII the discussion will shift from the public to the private

sphere. The impact of ¡úf orders and local imãms, privaæ acts of religious piety

and charity as well as what can be labelled as "Islamisation without the establish-

ment of an Islamic state" will be examined.

* * *

A note on quotations from the Qufãn: I have made use of the English lranslation

of King Fahd's Hoty Qu'ãn.

9
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* * *

A note on the transcription of Arabic and vemacular names: I have made use of a
wide variety of sources where English, French as well as German spelting of
Arabic and vernacular words and names is used. However, as already Mervyn
Hiskett has pointed out in his work rhe Development of Islam in west Africa
(1984), there a¡e several problems connected with the transcription of Arabic and
vernacula¡ names and terms in a lvest African context. First, English and French
spelling differs geatly from each other (for example: should one use Dyula or
Juula?). Second, how should one Feat West African names of A¡abic origin? I
decided to use the English forms throughour the text for geographical and ethno-
logical names as well as for non-Arabic titles. A¡abic names and titles a¡e used
throughout the text, whereas lilest African names of Arabic origin are not
translated but used thei¡ local (Anglicised) vemacula¡ form. However, names and
terms that occur in the corpus of Early Arabic sources of west African History
(2000 U98ll) are spelled and transcribed in the way the aurhors of the Corpus
have outlined.



II. ZAKÃT: TTTE PUBLIC AND THE PRIVATE SPHERE

In the ideal Islamic society, zakãt is supposed to bridge the rift between rich and
poor members of the (Muslim) community. As a religious tax, zakat is ttrought to
be the basis of taxafion for Muslims. In theory, the members of the Muslim
community were obliged only to pay zakåt, whereas non-Muslims who accept
Muslim over-rule should pay, for their protection, tbe jizya or poll rax. However,
the intention of zaleãt is primarily to purify in the eyes of God the possessions
upon which it is assessed. Therefore both the Qur'an and Muslim Law a¡e more
concemed with the aspe¿ts of giving and collecting than of receivrngof zalcõt.To
make things more complicated, there is a basic problem with regard to zakõt in
the Qurãn and Muslim Law: The term is used synonymously with çadaqa.r Even
in the most vital verse for the disbursement of zakãt, in sura 9:60, sadaqa and not
zal<åt is used, although later Muslim scholars and lawyers refer to this sura as

being the basis of zalcãt- T"he problem gets more complicated, as zalcãt (and not

;adaqa) is thought to be a religious tax, besides being a religious and moral dury,
whose collection and disbu¡sement should be performed and controlled by the
head of the Muslim state.2

The recipients \ilere the poor and the needy, those persons who collect the
zakãt, those whose hearts a¡e reconciled to Islam, those who are in captivity,
those who are in debt, those who fight for the sake of Islam and the wayfarers.
However, neither the Qur'ãn nor the collections of the Prophet's tradition
(haùth), describe in detail the conditions and qualities of the recipient. Therefore,
as Bukhãri states, zakãt could also be given to the rich, thieves and whores, as

long as the intention of the payer was to serve God and not Man. However, the
Prophet originally had an ambivalent artitude towards the recipients, especially
beggars: "The upper hand is better than the lower hand.'a

I Æ-Mawa¡d¡, for example, stated that "tax is known as sadâqar¡ and zakah, and the latter is
the same as the former; the names are different but the issue is the same, and a Muslim has
no other obligation to pay rax other than rhis rax on wealth" (al-Mawardi 1996: 168).

2 
See further Schachr 1934 as well as Levy 1957.

3 al-Buhãn- l99l: 192-194,198-199. The common interpretation among Muslim scholars of
this þaãth is that one should cater for ones needs instead of depending on others: the lower
hand meaning to beg, the upper hand meaning to give.
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20th century Muslim social and economic scholars have underlined the

possibility of an Islamic welfa¡e concept based upon zal<õt.4 Other Muslim econo-

mists and schola¡s have claimed that the only way forwa¡d for today's Muslim
societies is a retum to the Islamic values and bases of the legal, social and politi-
cal system.5 Such an approach has been criticised by ÏVestem schola¡s as over-

looking the built-in discrepancy between ideals and reality in Islamic social

theory.6 Therefore, Westem resea¡ch has regarded such studies as apologetic.T

However, as will be pointed out in the following chapters, the argumentation for a

retum to or a revival of the practices of the days of the Prophet and the communi-

ty in Medina is not a new one in the Islamic world. In case of the Bilãd al-Sr¡dãn,

simila¡ calls for religious as well as socio-political renewal can be traced back to

the beginnings of Islam in the region. In fact, one could claim that one of the

inner dynamics within the Islamic world has been the obvious discrepancy bet-

ween the religious ideal and the political state of affairs. fukã4 therefore, afiicu-
lates such a discrepancy: as a religious ideal, it should belong to the public sphere,

i.e., be a collective matter and be handled by the state and its officials, yet few
Muslim rulers ever controlled the handling of zalcåt. Nobody, on the other hand,

could claim thatzalcãt $,as not debaæd and not handled within the private sphere.

Thus, one problern wi¡h zalcãt arises from the question of the role of the

actual transaction of the alms: is the state to have a position or not? Whereas it
can be argued that zakãt belonged to the public sphere during the early days of
Islam, this has become a confrising situation during later periods. As long as the

community was of a limited size, the Prophet was able to control the collection
and distribution of the alms. Under the fint caliph, Abû Bakr, the role of the state

was ñ¡rther strengthened: refi¡sal of payrnent of zalcãt led to the ridda wars. How-
ever, after expansion outside the A¡abian peninsula, the role of the state seÊms to

have been changed. 7¿kãt was certainly still collected, but it was organised on the

local level by the local imam. With the breakdown of caliphate rule and the

division of the community into several regional political entities, it seems as if the

role of the state as the supervisor of the collection and distribution was lost. lVhat

remained was the ideal setting: the Islamic state enforcing Islamic law and, as a

consequence, the collection and distribution of the Qur'ãnic taxes.

Reality, however, proved to be different to the ideal. To meet expenditures,

most Muslim states started to collect extra-Qurãnic taxes. This ¡ift between the

ideal and the reality was to be a¡ticulated by the critics of the rulers and their

4 Arong others Mannan 1970; Naqvi l98l; Ahmad l99l; Chapra 1992; Naqvi 1994.
5 Siaaiq 1948; Qurb 1953. See also Wilson 1998.
6 Ei"kul-- & Piscatori l99O: 8.

7 Ul" l97l; A¡afar 1989; Reissner 1991.
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regime, the key argument being that the rulers were not ruling according to Is-

lamic law and had neglected their duties towa¡ds the community of believers.

Critics usually pointed at the heavy taxation imposed upon the commoners,

arguing that within the "Islamic state" Muslims only had to pay the Qur'ãnic
taxes. The similarity of the development from a scholarly critique of the state of
affairs of the present to an open rebellion against the ruler in many Muslim

regions is striking. One common argument of these scholars has usually been the

denouncement of the rulers and the state as being non-Muslim and the attempts to

establish condiúons resembling those of the community of the hophet in Medina:

the ideal state materialised on earth.

Background and Definition

There is no consensus among schola¡s about the roots and meanings of the words

zakãt and;adaqa; the main argument being, on the one hand, that the words a¡e

of purely Arabic derivation, whereas the counter argument has been that both

zakåt as well as ¡adaqa are borrowings from other Semitic languages into Arabic.

Arabic lexical and other sources point to several meanings given to abstract nouns

from the root ZKAÃNI, such as growth $tazkú), increase and praise, but also

charity. Another line of argumentation maintains that the meaning of the word

would be purification (zakÐ. A third explanation \ /as presented by those scholars

who tried to harmonise the two meanings of growth and purification by saying

that purification of the properry causes it to grow and increase.S Voluntary alms

or, as they a¡e also usually referred to, çadaqat al-nafl, "alms ofsupererogation"

or ;adaqat al-ta¡awwu', "alms of spontaneity", are considered to be an indication

of the sinceri ty , ;idS, of the almsgivers' religious belief.9

Suliman Bashear, who has produced an examination of cognate Semitic

words to zaÈdt, stresses the fact that the meanings from purification and exemp-

tion of taxes were the main ones conveyed by these words. For instance, in Akka-

dian, the word zakútu occurs in contexts of freeing people from acts and payments

due to the gods, in Assyrian the word zakúhas the meaning of being pure, clean

and shining as well as free from commitments whereas the word zakútu has,

among other connotations, the idea of being free of payment of tithes as well as

being an agreement, a judgment, a declaration of the independence of cities.lo

Bashear also discusses the meaning of the Ge'ez, Tigrean, Guage, Amharic and

Sabaean meanings for the root form zÈå, denoting purity but also a tax paid to the

Bashear 1993: 8G87. See also Juynboll l9l0: 99.

Weir 1995:708.

SeefurtherlåeAssyrianDictionary,XXl(Z): ætr f'zåki¡"] 
^nð32ff. 

["zakäta"].
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9
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local chiefand charity for the poor,ll but he does not ponder about the possibility
of a later influx of Christian-Islamic notions which could give another explana-
tion, namely that the word(s) is perhaps a bonowing into these languages from
Arabic? The latter is clearly the case in the Bilãd al-Súdãn, where various deriva-
tions of zaÈdt md ¡adaqa a¡e to be found, such as zakka (Haxa), zaragh (Wotof)
and jakko (Manding), all of them clearly úed to the Islamic and Arabic origin.

For çadaqa, at lqrst, there exists some kind of general acceptance, by both
Muslim and Western schola¡s, of a pre-Islamic but Arabic notion of the concept.
'Western scholars have noted some grammatical variations in the use of ;adaqa
which would suggest that the history of sadaqa is pre-Islamic. This hypothesis is
said to be strengthened by a þadith that depicts the giving of ;adaqa as being
familiar to both Arabian Jews and pagans before Islam. Zakãt, on the other hand,

is only used in the singular (like the Hebrew sedalø) and has no denominative
verb corresponding to its sense of giving alms. This, again, would point to the fact
that zalcõthas "a shorter history" as an Arabic word than ;adøqa.lz

Non-Muslim schola¡s, such as Joseph Schacht and Philip K. Hitti among
others, have argued that ttre word zaleãt was borrowed from Jewish usage of
Hebrew-A¡amaic zãkút,13 whereas çadaqa is considered a mere transliteration of
the Hebrew sedaka, which originally meant "honesty" or "righteousness". Sedaka

later developed into having the sense of alms given to the poor and was applied

by the Pha¡isees to what they considered the chief duty of the pious Israelites,
namely almsgiving.la Some Westem scholars have even argued that the A¡amaic
word zakhûthä was not attested in classical Jewish sources to mean alms at all,
but only acquired this meaning through its common use at a later stage when
sedaka,too, referred to alms.l5 Thus, for example Ma¡cel Mauss in his treatise on
the gift, highlights the connection between zedaka and sadaqa.r6 According to
Mauss, the difference between zedaka and gadaqa implied a process where an

earlier juridical principle was changed into a moral obligation to give alms.l? Yet,
what Mauss is missing is the division of zakât and çadaqa in Islam, a division
which is not found in Christianity. Whereas Christian moral ideas were built on

ll
12

l3

l4

l5

l6

Bashear 1993:87-88.

E/ (New Ed.): 709 t"Sadalça']. See also Juynboll l9l0: 95.

Schacht 1934:1302; Hi¡ti 1970: 132.

Bashea¡ 1993: 85.

E/ (New Ed.):7()9 ['3a<laka"l.

Mauss refers hereby to the earlier study by Edvard Westerma¡ck (19?l: 553) on tboOrigin
and Development of Moral ldeas: "Almsgiving, prayer, and fasting were the three cardinal
disciplines which the synagogue transmit¡ed to both the Christian Church and tbe Muham-
medan mosque."

Mauss 1969: 16.t7
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both Hebrew[ewish as well as Greek traditions, in Islam, it can be argued, the

idea of charity and benevolence in the form of a division of voluntary and
obligatory almsgiving is a clear str€ngthening of both pre-Islamic Arabic nomadic
or nibal tradition but also the Greek and Byzantine tradition.l8

Modem Muslim scholars, again, are not convinced about the Western claim
of borrowing. Yusuf al-Qardawi, who has written a modem treatise on the law of
zakãt, Fiqh al-Zalút, rejects the argumentation of riy'estern Orientalists and claims
that ttre Prophet did not know Hebrew or any other language except Arabic and
had not been in contact with Jews or Christians before he emigrated to Medina.
Therefore, al-Qardawi asks, how could the Prophet then have borrowed the idea
of zakãt from the Jews and the Christians, when the hophet had already in Mecca
laid the grounds for obligatory almsgiving and introduced;adaqa? Further, al-
Qardawi refutes Vy'estern linguistic theory and methodology as mere specula-
tions.l9

Generally, the argument of the Muslim scholars has been to stress the
meaning of zalcãt as being "growth" and, by extension, growth in purity of the
soul through honest actions and dealings,20 Islam and the revelation of the
Prophet are the sole basis for zalcõt, thus being ñrst and foremost a religious -
never a secular - institution. A fundamentâl argument :rmong Muslim schola¡s
has been that the observance of all obligatory duries, among others obligatory
almsgiving, is the responsibility of the individual and not the state. Therefore, de
zayas, for example, conclude3 that zalcat is not an income-tax (which other
schola¡s would claim), nor is it a government tax but an "obligatory social tax".
According to her, zakãt cannot be imposed by the state, nor is it destined for the
state and it does not even prima¡ily depend on the state for its function. However,
the state is identified, not only by de Zayas, but by most other Muslim schola¡s as

having a crucial role in the supenision of zakât:

The right of the state is only to aforce obsefvance of the euranic Law ... and to watch
ove¡ the smooth functioning of the insritution, being irself bound to abide by the rules
that govem ¡t.21

Zakät Purification and Growth

zalût and;adaqa a¡e used in the Qur'ãn to indicate purification: "of their wealth
take alms (sadaqa), that so thou mightest purify and sanctify them,"22 and

On Byzantinc almsgiving, see Constanrelos l99l as well as Chapter II, fn. l5l
al-Qardawi 1999: xliv-+lv.

Aghnides 1916: 203; de Tayas 1960: 3.

deZayas 1960: 5.

t8

l9
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That which you give in usury for increase through the property of (other) people, will
have no increase with Allah; but that which you give for chariry (zakat), seeking rhe
Countenan-c^e of Allah (will increase): it is these who will get a recompense
multiplied.23

Charity and prayer are among the most important virtues and are defined in the

Qur'ãn as being ¿rmong the most fundamental principles of faith:

Those who patiently preserve seeking the countenance of their L¡rd; establish regular
prayers: spend, out of (the gifis) we have bestowed for their sustenance, secretly and
openly; and turn off Evil with good: for such there is the final attainment of the
(Etemal) Home.24

Most important, however, is the notion that charity as such is an act of love of
Allah, which is stressed in several suras:

And they feed, for the love of Allah, the indigent, the orphan, and the captive, (saying)
"We feed you for the sake of Allah alone: No reward do we desire from you, nor
thanks".25

Those who spend (freæly), whe¡her in prosperity, or in adversity; who restrain anger.
and pardon (all) men; - for Allah loves those who do good.zo

Know they not that Allah doth accept repentance from His votaries and receives their
gifts of charity, and that Allah is verily He, the Oft-Retr¡ming, Most Merciful?27

Therefore, the ultimate meaning of obligatory almsgiving is to give a loan to

Allah for which the giver will be rewa¡ded:

If ye loan to Allâh a beautiful loan, He will double it to your (credit), and He will grant
you Forgiveness: For Allah is Alt-Thankful, Most Forbearing.2S

Thus, the key argument for giving alms is the promise of salvation: act cha¡i-
tably in this world for the sake of your soul in the hereafter.

22 Surag:103.
23 Sura 30:39.
24 Sura 13:229. This obligation is repeated in several suras, such as: "And be steadfast in

prayer and glve zakãt: and whatever good ye send forth for your souls before you, ye shall

find it with Allah: for Allah sees well all that we do" (sura 2:ll0); "Your (real) friends are
(no less than) Allah, His Messenger, and the Believers, - those who establish regular prayers

and pay zakãt and they bow down humbly (in wonhip)" (sura 5:55) and "Those who
rehearse the Book of Allah, establish regular kayer, and spend (in cha¡ity) out of what we
have provided for them, secretly and openly, hope for a Commerce ¡hat will never fail" (sura

35:29't.
25 Sura 76:8-9.
26 Sura 3:134.
27 Surag:104.
28 Sura64:18.
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And spend something (in charity) out of the substance which we have bes¡owed on
you, before death should come 10 any of you and he should say, "O my Lord! Why
didst Thou not give me respite for a linle while? I should then have given (largely) in
charity, and I should have been one of the doers of good."29

So fear Allah as much as ye can; Listen and obey; and spend in chariry for the benefit
of your own souls. And those saved from the covetousness of their own souls, - they
a¡e the ones that achieve prosperity.3o

Allah will admit those who believe and work righteous deeds, to Gardens beneath
which rivers flow: they shall be adorned therein with bracelels of gold and pearls; and
their garments there wilt be of silk.3l

lrVhat makes zakãt inferesfing as a concept is the theoretical discussion about

the nature and the qualification of a moral obligation. As a moral obligation that
is incumbent on all Muslims, the concept needs to be discussed as well as

outlined. Most important, however, the imperative basis of the concept has to be

established. According to Muslim scholars, the key question is about the concept

of farQ, obligation orland duty. Islamic ethics distinguishes between personal and

collective obligations. An individual or personal obligation, termed far( 'ayn, is
an act that every Muslim must personally perform. It comprises duties such as the

pâyment of zakât, the obligation to support the family and the obligation to
support close relatives. Collective obligations orfarS kifõya, on the other hand,

consist of duties incumbent upon the community as a whole. Afar( kifaya is an

act which every person is under the obligation to perform until a sufficient
number of persons have performed it, absolving the rest from this obligation.
These obligations are considered to be imperative,far(, and have been establish-

edby sharî'a evidence and for which there is no room for doubt. Further, to help
perform afarQ is itself considered afard. The basic difference between obligatory
and voluntary almsgiving is therefore established through the concept of farQ.
While every zakat is also padaqa, only the sadaqa which is considered a fard is

zakãt.32

The moral obligation of almsgiving is already fixed in the Qufãn, especially
tn súrat al-Baqara:

O ye who believe! Spend out of (the bounries) we have provided for you, before rhe

Day comes when no bargaining (will avail), nor friendship nor intercqssion. Those who
reject Faith - they are the wrongdoers.33

29

30

3l

32

33

Sura 63:10.

Sura 64:16.

Sun22:23.

Aghnides 1916: l12,204; Gusau 1993: I 13.

Sura 2:254.
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Those who believe, and do deeds of righteousness, and establish regular prayers and
g¡ve zakôt, will have their rcwa¡d with their Lord: On them shall be no fear, nor shall

they grieve.l

The open-handed are promised a reward by Allah - both in this world and in

the next:

And the likeness of those who spend their wealth seeking to please Allah and ¡o
strengthen their soul, is as a garden, high and fertile: heavy rain falls on it but makes it
yield a double increase of harvest, and if it receives not heavy rain, light moisture
sufficieth it. Allah seeth well whatever ye do.35

Does any of you wish that he should have a garden with date-palms and vines and

steams flowing undemeath, and all kinds of fruit, while he is stricken with old age,

and his children ¡üe not strong (enough to look after themselves) - rhat is should be

caught in a whirlwind with fire therein and bc bumt up? Thus doth Allah make clcar to
you his Signs; ¡hat ye may consider.36

It is not for you to guide lhem to lhe right path, bur Allah guides to the right path
whom He pleåseth. Whatever of good ye give benefits your own souls, and shall only
do so seeking the *Fâce" of Allah. Whatever good ye give, shall be rendered back to
you, and ye shall nor be dealt with unjustly,3T

But those among them who are well-grounded in knowledge, and the Believers,
Believe in what hath been revealed to th€e and what was revealed before thee: And
(especially) those who establish regular prayer and pay zakãt and believe in Allah and
in the L:st Day: To them shall Vfe soon give a great rcward.38

As has been pointed out previously, giving away one's wealth is perceived as an

act for the love of Allah the giver is prornised to be rewa¡ded by Allah, not manl

The parable of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah is that of a grain of
corn: it groweth seven eârs, and each ea¡ ha¡h a hundred grains. Allah giveth manifold
increase to whom He pleaseth: and Allah careth for all and He knoweth all things.Jv

Those who (in charity) spend of their goods by night and by day, in secret and in
public, have their reward with their Lord: On them shall be no fear, nor shal¡ they
grieve.{

Those who believe, and do deeds of r¡ghteousness, and es¡ablish regular prayers and
give zat<òt, will have their reward with their l¡rd: On them shall be no fear, nor shall

they grievc.4l

34 Stra2.277.
35 Sura 2:265.
36 Sura 2:266.
37 Su¡a2:272.
38 Sura 4:162. This text seems, however, to refer to the Jewish communily in Medina and has

only afterwards been interpreted ¡o be of a general nature.
39 Sura2:261.
ß Sura 2:274.
4l Stra2:277.
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For those wbo give in charity [saùqal, men and women, and loan ro Allah a Beautiful
Loan, it shall be incrcased manifold (to rheir credit), and they shall have (besides) a
generor¡s reward.&

The order to give zctlcat was, in fact, established by the Prophet after a dispute
âmong the communiùy of believers on the way alms were to be spent. The dispute
is described in sura 58:12-13, and it ended with the demand of the prophet that if
people would not spend alms (çadaqa) when they wanted to consult him, then
they should at least g¡ve zakåt and establish the regular prayers (çalãt). The inter-
esting case with sura 58:13 is that the verse makes a distinction between sadaqa
and zakãt: the former being voluntary, the latter being mandatory.43 This sura
could be taken as a daect example of the division between these two forms of
alms, although both the Qurãn, the hadîth-texrs as well as several early scholars
of Muslim law do not distinguish between çadaqa md. zakãt but use the words as

synonyms.

Muslim scholars in general argue that zakãt is paid as a purification for the
donor and a support for the recipient. In an ideal setting, zakãt provides - as a
social obligation, if not a tÐ( - for the transfer of wealth from certain productive
classes, mainly farmers, livestock owners and merchants to certain poor and non-
productive classes. As a religious duty, especially its cor¡ect performance, it
involves an attention to precise details of quantity (na;ab), timing (hawI), and
intention (nlya). The aim of giving zakat, ir has to be underlined, is not to allevi-
ate the distress of the poor or to provide some kind of altruistic welfa¡e system.
The idea of zakãt is giving for the sake of God. Thus the intention and moriva¡ion
of the almsgiver was of key imporrance, which is the basic argument in the

Qur'ãn: "o ye who believe! chancel nor your charity (çadaqa) by reminders of
your genefosity or by injury - like those who spend their wealth to be seen of
men, but believe neither in Allah or in rhe Lasr Day.'4 This point is also
highlighted by al-shãfi'i, who explained thar since ;adaqa might either be incum-
bent (farQ, therefore &ng zakat) or voluntary (tatawwu) it is not permissible for
someone to gain religious rewa¡d for distributing zalcõt unless he or she expresses
ntya to the effect that it is such. Following Calder, ziya thus distinguished for al-
Shãfi'i the formal nualof zakãf from supererogatory atmsgiving.as

Fufher, alms should be given in secrecy rather than publicly - an argument
similar to the Biblical one:

Sura 57:18.

Sura 58: 13: "Is it that ye are afraid of spending sums in charity (sadaqa) before your private
consultation (with the hophet)? lf, then, ye do not so, and Allah forgives you, then (at leasr)
es¡ablish regular prayer; g¡ve zakat and obey His Messenger."

Svra2;2&.

Calder l98l: 473.
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Those who spend their wealth in the câuse of Allah, and follow not up their gifs with
reminders of their generosity or v'/ith injury, - for them their rcward is with their Lord:
On ¡hem shall be no fear, nor shalt they grieve.6

Ifye disclose (acts oO ch^nry (Íadaqa), even so it is well, but ifye conceal them, and

make lhem reach those (really) in need, that is best for you: lt will remove from you

some of your (stains) of evil. And Allah is well acquainted with what ye do.47

This verse raises two interesting questions. First, the problem for the giver is

to decide who is the person "really" in need. This question is left open in the

Qufãn - neither the poor and the needy are clearly defined in the scripture, which

has led to a great variation of interpretations among Muslim schola¡s. Second, the

argument of "removing" some of a person's sins by giving alms. Whereas the

matter is left open in the Bible and caused a fierce debate among Christians about

indulgence and the question whether good deeds are counted by God, the Qur'-an

has a very clear message to the believer: to do acts of charity counts in the eyes of
God. However, according to Islamic ethics, charity as such does not remove a sin.

It is already stated in the Qur'ãn that charitable acts are useless if not performed

with the right intention and the donation must have been honourably eamed or

acquired by the giver:

Kind words and covering of faults are better than charity (sadaqa) followed by

injury.48

O ye who believe! Give of the good things which ye have (honourably) eamed, and of
the fruits of the earth which we have produced for you, and do not aim at anything

which is bad. Out of it ye may give away something, when ye yourselves would not

receive it except with closed eyes.4g

As previously noted, much less space has been given in the Qufãn to the

position of the recipient. The key text that is usually referred to by Muslim

schola¡s as the foundation of the rules of zatãr conceming its distribution is su¡a

9:60:

Alms lndaqal are for the poor and the needy, and those employed to adminisler ¡he

(funds); for those whose hearts have been (recently) reconciled (to truth); for ¡hose in
bondage and in debq in the cause ofAllah; and for the wayfarer'

Other verses in the Qufãn that discuss the recipients of alms usually include

only one's kin, orphans, poor people and wayfarers, whereas the other categories

listed in sura 9:60, such Íìs the collectors, are not mentioned at all:

S:¡ra2:,262.

Srra2'.271.

Sura 2:263.

Sura2:267.

46

47

48

49
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It is not righteousness that ye turn your faces towards ùe East or Wesq But it is
righteousness - to believe in Allah and the Last Day and the Angels, and the Book, and

the Messengers; to spend of your substance, out of love for Him, for your kin, for
orphans, for the needy, for the wayfarer, for those who ask, and for the ransom of
slaves; to be steadfast in prayer, and give zakõt, to fulfil the conracts which ye have
made; and to be firm and patient, in pain (or suffering) and adversiry, and throughout
all periods of panic. Such are the people of futtr, the God-fearing.S

(Charity is) for those in need, who in Allah's cause are restricted (from travel). And
cannot move about in the land, seeking (for ùade and work): The ignorant man thinks,
because oftheir modesty, that they a¡e free from want. Thou shalt know them by their
(unfailing) mark: They b€g nol impolr¡nately from all and sundry. And whatever of
good ye give, be assured Allah knoweth it well.5l

So give what is due to kindred, the needy, and the wayfarer, rhat is best for rhose who
seek the Countenance, of Altah, and it is they who will prosper.s2

An important question would be the "rights" of the receiver, na¡nely if a

person is in the position to demand - as a tool of God - a share of the wealth of
those who have and are obliged to give? Sara 70:24-25 might hint towards a

positive position of the receiver: \ryhen a person asks for help, it should be given:
"And those in whose wealth is a recognised right for the (needy) who asks and

him who is deprived (for some reason from asking).'ó3 Totally left open is the
question about how much should be given - particular rules of the collection of
zakat were made only after the death of the Prophet. Thus, the Qur,ãn remains
vaguel

They ask thee what they should spend (in charity). Say: Whatever wealrh ye spend that
is good, is for parents and kindred and orphans and those in want and for wayfarers.
And whatever ye do that is good, - Allâh knoweth it welt.54

They ask thee conceming wine and gambling. Say: "ln them is great sin, and some
prolit, for men; but the sin is greater than the profit." They ask thee how much they are
to spend; say: "V/hat is beyond yo_u_r needs." Thus doth Allah makes clear to you his
sign: in order that ye may consider.ss

Moreover, practical details are very seldom discussed in the Qurãn. Thus,
for example, no rules on the collection of zalcåt are laid out in the Holy Book, nor
is the condition of collection and distribution specified. Sura 22:41, "(They are)
those who, if we establish them in the land, establish regular prayer and give
zakãt, enjorn the right and forbid \ryrong: With Allah rests the end (and decision)

50
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55

Sura 2:177.

Sura2:273.

Sura 30:38.

Sura 70:2¿l-25.

Sura 2:215.

Sura 2:219.
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of (all) affails," might be regarded by some schola¡s as refening to the state and it
being commissioned to establish the Faith and obligatory almsgiving. However,

this interprcøtion rests on vague assumptions as nothing is in fact stated about the

obligations of the community of believers, which eventually would establish itself

as an Islamic state.

A Private or a Public Matter?

Whereas the Prophet inroduced the distinction between voluntary and obligatory

almsgiving as well as established zal<åt as a kind of general levy paid by all

members of the community of believers, it was during the reigns of the caliphs

Abü Bakr (632434) and 'Uma¡ ibn al-KhaÍab 634-644) Íhat zakat was forma-

lised and specified rules for zalcã.t werc established, Thus, by that fime zalút

emerged as a legal institution, quite contrary to what it had been during the early

days of the Muslim community when it existed as a small group of rather poor

believers in Mecca. During the early period in Mecca, zakãt was still an informal

expression of faith, not regulated or institutionalised but given in private to assist

poorer members of the community as well as to buy the freedom of those in

slavery.56 Yusuf al-Qardawi describes zakãt dr;drng this period as being general,

without rules, left to the individual's conscience and feeling of duty.sT

It was only after the hiira of the Prophet ând the establishment of his

community in Medina when zalcãt, together with the Prayers emerged as the

cornerstone of Islam. The difference of the almsgiving as a pious act and a legal

obligation is revealed by a comparison of those suras which were revealed to the

Prophet in Mecca and the suras from the Medinan period. Whereas almsgiving in

the former was merely advice, in the latter it had become a coûtmand'58 Thus

zakåt had been transformed from being a personal duty or farQ 'ayn to become a

specified communal duty or a farQ kifaya in the Medinan period. Zakãt became

legally binding and was to include legal institutions and statutes on what was

zakãtable wealth and income and who was to receive a sha¡e of the collected

goods.59 Howevet, during the lifetime of the Prophet, no precise rules on how

al-shiekh 1995:36-367. See also Juynboll l9l0: 95-96.

al-Qardawi 1999: ll-ló.
al-Shiekh 1995:361 .

See, for exampte sura 9:53 which refers to the possibility of the hophet refusing someone's

payments: "Say: 'Spend willingly or unwillingly: Not from you will it be accepted: for ye

are indeed a people rebcllious and wicked'."
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much was to be paid were laid down. Instead, the proceeds of zalcõt were normal-

ly used at Muþammad's discretion.o

According to Bashear, zakõt was apptied as a payment aimed to purify

sinners in its pre-instituúonal phase and it was the exclusive role of the Prophet to

perform the purification prayer on behalf of the paying sinners.6l The payment of
zakãthad become during the lifetime of the hophet a sign of the acceptance of
the political as well as religious authority, which, in the case of Abll Bakr, was

called into question by several Bedouin groups.62 However, as Bashear points

out, the outcome of the refusal to pay zakõt and the war that followed rcsulted in

the final change of the concept of zakat from being a Payment of purification to

constituting the identification of the members of the community: He who pays

zakat isa believer and upon whom war should not be waged.ó3

The development of zakåt from a voluntary charitable act to â formal

institution was, according to Kuran, an inevitable process: the mere size of the

community of believers had risen from about 80 in Mecca to 1,500 shortly after

the hijra to Medina- The outcome was that brotherly co-operation was weakened

and replaced by a system that would include coercion ifneeded:

Islam's voluntary redistribution mechanism was supplemented by the formal tax'cum-
subsidy scheme known às zaldil, and [...] coercion started to play a major role in
controlling prices and preventing speculation.ø

From the Public to the Private Sphere

Zalcõt is said to have became a legal obligation, or, paraphrasing Kuran above, a

"formal tax-cum-subsidy scheme" in the year 9 AH (63H3t).65 By this time,

zakãt was part of the public sphere as prophetic tradition laid down the rules of
taxation for the Muslims, and zakat was controlled by the bayt al-mã|, the state

Eeasury. Non-Muslims had to pay jizya. After the conquest of Syria and Iraq in
the reign of Caliph 'Umar ibn al-Khat!ãb, the rules of taxation were changed.

@ Hodgson 1974a: l8l. It is also interesting to note that during rhe lifetime of the Prophet the
payment of zakãt seemed to have also been incumbent on the Jewish community in Medina.
The order to g^y zakãt in sura 2143, 83 and I l0 was di¡ected to the Jews. See further the dis-
cussion in Bashear 1993: 89-91, and Juynboll l9l0: 9ó.

ól A similar argumenl is put forward by Nagel 198: I l.
62 See, for example, Hodgson 1974a:197-198; Haque 1977:18't;el-Affendi l99l:22-23; al-

Shiekh 1995:367.
63 Bashear 1993: 99-108. A similar argumentation is presented in Juynboll l9l0: 97-98.
æ Kuran 1986: 142.

65 Hini 1970: 199. Other scholars set rhe da¡e for the imposition of zakat to ûte year2 AH.
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7'akãt was imposed on the stock of merchants and on horses, which previously
had not been taxed.tr The inhabitants of the subdued regions also had to pay,
apart from jþ a, a tax upon their land, kharaj. Through this tax, the burden of
taxation within the Muslim state was put ou the agricultural, non-Muslim
population. Kharãj became the most important tax income for the state thereafter,
apart from incomes from booty and va¡ious dues and customs duties. However,
this situæion changed during the reign of the umayyad caliphs when conversion
to Islam became widespread. The crucial matter was the fate of k:haraj: should
the converts (mawalí) continue to pay it or not? For the caliphate this question
was a matter of serious concern, as its public expenditure (court, administration,
and especially the army) could not be met by the income from zalcat. Another
constraint to the state incomes from kharaj was posed by Arab Muslims who had
acquired so-called l:harãflau¡.d and demanded rhar they only pay ,ushr, i.e., the
tithe, which was equal to zakãt. Therefore, during the reign of the Umayyad
Caliph 'Umal ÍI (717:720), a further tax reform, which was to be implemented
during the Abbasid caliphate, was laid our to avoid a fiscal crisis. Due to the
reform, the diffe¡ence between 'usår- and kharaj-land was established.6T Those
who held 'ushr-land were exempt from paying kharãj. All others, whether
Muslims or not, had to pay kharãj.68

The outcome of the tax reforms during the umayyad and early Abbasid erq
in the case of obligatory almsgiving, was that the Muslim state was no longer
concerned with the collection and disbursemenr of zakàt.@ The caliphate and

This act of'umar ibn al-Kha¡tþb has been used by modern scholars to argue for a change of
the za&df'rules, which have been unaffec¡ed by exrernal factors since the codification of
Muslim law (Maonan l97O: 292-293; Ahmad 1992: 8l-83). Se¡ furrher Kuran 19g6:
147-148, who argues that "within each schoot [of Islamic lasll ... zalaùt eventually became
an ossified, dysfunctional ritual, increasingly divorced from its original purpose.,'

see futher al-Mãwardi (1996: 176,213-217,246) on rhe ¡axa¡ion of .¿så¡- and kharãlland.
See also Becher 1924a: 226-233.

see further tøkkegaard 1950: Bæk simonsen 1988; Feldbauer 1995. An overview of lhe
impact of the various early tax reforms, especially rhe case of the land úx, is presented in
Haque 1977 . For a general discussion, see Noth 1987: 9892,95-96. 134-135.

shemesh 1969: 25-32. one ¡eason for the shift of zakãt from the public ro rhe private sphere
during the Abbasid era might have been due to the crcarion of rhe system of iq¡d.. This
system consisted in an assignment or grant of land or of its revenues by a government to an
individual. The original idea with this system was ¡o find a solution for the maintenance of
army units, yet lhe outcome was that it removed the revenue collection from the control of
the state administration. Another reason for the shift of zalcat from the public to the private
sphere was due to the development of the institution of waqf or pious foundations (see
further Cahen l97O:. 534-537; Hodgson 1974b: 95-102). Howeve¡ in case of the waqf (pl.
awqâl) one could claim th¿t the actual shift was one from a state-controlled system for the
provision of public institulions to a system where private individuals through the establish-
ment of awqãf were providing the material and economic bases for public institutions such
as Qur'ãnic schools, hospirals, or srif' zawãya.

6

67

68
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also later Muslim states throughout the Islamic world came to rely on the income

derived from the land tax, va¡ious dues and customs tolls as well as, whenever

possible, booty.7O The collection of zakãt was transfened to the local Muslim

community and its religious head, the imãm.71 As a consequence, one could say

that with the continuing disintegration of the Abbasid Caliphate after the l0th

century AD, the question of zal<ãt became a matter of the private sphere of every

Muslim and the Muslim state had little to do with the whole matter. Studies on

public income in the Abbasid Caliphaæ, as well as the Ottoman Empire, confirm

this picnrre.T2 Also, a close reading of scholarly treatises as, for example, of al-

Ghazãlî's "Mysteries of Almsgiving",T3 shows no debate on the role of the state

in collecting zal<åt. Clear|y, by the l lth cenory AD, the whole question of zalcãt

was a private one that concemed the giving of alms between individuals,Ta and al-

Ghazãli's treatise was concerned with the rules and conditions conceming zakãt

as a private and individual act.

The above outlined development of an increasing limitation of the possibili-

ties of the government to control the political, legal and fiscal spheres of their

realms resulted, ¡rmong others in North Africa but also elsewhere in the Islamic

world, to an increased importance of religious centres and pious settlements. With

the support and under the leadership of the "marabuts", the founders of such

centres and settlements, and in the absence of influential govemments, local

communities not only resolved thei¡ factional conflicts but also resisted the

legitimate intervention or the illegitimate intn¡sion of govemment authorities. As

Friø Meier has underlined in the case of Morocco,

70 Thus, most ìVestem scholars would argue that the economic ¡¿lation between ¡he rulers and

the ruled in the Muslim stâtes wås basically the creation of an economy of patronage.

Throughout many of the pre-modem Muslim states in the Middle East, North Africa and

Asia, surplus agficultural production was extracted by the state through a series of taxes, the

most impofan¡ of which was the land tax. For example, as Sab,ra argues for Mamluk Egypt,

through the adoption of the ill¿. system, the sultan and the leading amîrs came to dominate

the urban market for agricultural products due to their status as recipients of taxes. These

recipienr of the taxes and ributes would in thei¡ turn pay off their retinue and clients, and,

during times of distress, perhaps organize somc so,rt of famine relief among the urban poor.

See further Sab¡a 2000: 135-137.
'll 

Hitti 1970: 132.

72 von Kremer 1888; Shimizu 196ó; Gibb & Bowen 1950. See also Morimoto l98l and Ismail

1989.
73 al-Ghaáli 196ó.
74 The role ofthe s¡ate as an active agent in rhe collection and distribution of zakõtwasalre'ady

discussed by the early Muslim jurists. The Mãliki position was that mkãt never should be

given directly to a recipient, whereas the Shãfi'Ï scholars, among others al'Mãwardi (d'

1058), would argue that rhose wtro py zalait may distribute it themselves to those entitled to

it (al-Mawardi 1996: 186).
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-.- a¡ rhe cost of the govemor or by way of lightening the l¿tter's responsibiliries, the
government transferred to him [i.e., the founder or leader of a religious centre or pious
settlement, HWI the task of looking afrer peace and order in bis district and of acrively
playing a civilizing and educational role, and remunerated him for this by exempting
himfrom compulsory labor and state tamtion, and by according him thc right to spend
the taÍes demanded fron him by religion on the poor of his family and for his onn
undernkings, infoct eten to levy such taxes on certøin pans of the poputation and to
kzep the moncy for the sane purpore [ønphasise mine, HW].75

Such tax exemptions rü/ere known as þurma, a charter of such àg mabram, arid, as

will be discussed in Chapter IV and VII, such exemptions $/ere very common in
some of the precolonial stâtes in the Bilãd al-Südãn, among others the Songhay
Empire, Borno, Wadai, Dfu Ffu and the Funj Sultanate.

Another outcome of the various tax reforms was a rising discrepancy bet-
ween fiscal reality and religious legal principles.Tó This has been clearly laid out
by Shemesh in his studies of three early Muslim co{pora on taxation. Firsr, the
terms 'zsår, zalcãt and gadaqa a¡e often used as synonyms and equivalents for
each other. For example, Abù Yüsuf stated that "if so\ryn on kharãj land the
lclwraj tax will be calculated on the sa¡ne basis [as the ,ushr taxf.-11 Secondly, it
is unclear whether taxation in praxis ever followed Islamic principles. For
example, t¿xes under the muqösama system, a reform of kharãj under the reign of
the Abbasid Caliph al-Mahdf Q75-:785), were berween 40 and 50 per cent. The
tetm'ushr ('tithe') was used much more frequently than zakãt. However, il was
used to describe zakat and often used as â synonym for zalút. This might have
enabled the ruler to use the income of 'ushr for his expenditure and it gradually
became secularised, as'ushr was not a religious institution.TS

One has to bear in mind the foregoing outline of the shift of zalcât from being
a public and govemment supenrised matter to emerge as a private and individual
act when studying zakåt tn the Bilãd al-súdãri. By the 1lth century, when the first
rulers in the Sudan savannah converted to Islam, one could argue that there
already existed two practices of dealing with zalcãt. One was the ideal setting out-
lined in the treatises by Muslim scholars, the other was the frscal practice in the
Muslim states throughout the Islamic world. As will be argued throughout this
study, such a discrepancy between ideal and reality also prevailed in most of the
pre-colonial Muslim states in the Bilãd al-Sùdãn. Most of these states relied on
income from dues and tolls levied on traders, usually called .asår and thus, in
theory at least, governed by the rules of zalcõt. Whenever possible, taxes and rents

on land and harvest were collected by the state, sometimes termed kharãj, some-

Meier 1999:361.

See Becker 1924a. 172, a¡d 1924b:232.

Sbemesh 1969: 130.

Schacht 1934: 1304: Shemesh 1969:21-23.
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times'üs¿r. However, as will become evident in the suwey, much depended on

the ability of the ruler to control and tax his subjects, and in most cases this was a

delicate question. As long as the rulers were able to cover their expenses by

taxing trade and raiding (non-Muslim) neighbours, it seems as if most Muslim

rulers in the Bilãd al-Südãn had no need to introduce the collection of zal<ãt by

the state. On the other hand, some of the rules of zalcãt as outlined by Muslim

scholars were in fact applied throughout the Bilãd al-Sädãn.

An Outline of the Rules oÍ Zakãt

Neither the Prophet nor the Qur"ãn have provided the community of believers

with a precise and clea¡ sef of rules that would govern the assessment and pay-

ment of zalcat, the kinds of wealth on which zalcãt must be paid as well as their

ratios. Muslim scholars and jurists have therefore spent much time in establishing

an elaborate set of rules that guide the collection of zalcãt. The background of
these rules is said to be in outlined in the Bao& of Takat by 'Uma¡ ibn al-Khattãb,

the second caliph.?g l,ater jurists and schools of law codified the rules of zalcãt,

and thus zalút developed into a religious tax, the interpretation and supervision of
the rules of zakâtbeng the task of. the'ulamã'and not the secula¡ rulers.

The basic outline of the rules of zakãt is that it is â "tâx" on proPerty and on

individuals, payable only by Muslims on goods which have been in their posses-

sion for one year.8o Fufher, only a free and mature individuat is obliged to pay

zalcõt,butnot those in debt as well as children, r¡romen, slaves and other "minors"

such as the insane.Sl Conceming those things that are subject ¡o zakãt, Mãlik ibn

Anas, who was the founding father of the Mâlikî madhhab which was to become

the only school of Islamic law in the Bilãd al-Südan, in his al-Muwa!!a', which is

the magnum opus of the Mãliki rnadhhab, states that "... zakõr is only paid on

three things: the produce of cultivated land, gold and silver, and livestock."&

79 An ourline of rhese rules âre to be found in lbn Anas 1989, Chaprer l?.1 I '
80 The ordinance that zakãt is due only from Muslims must have been stipulated only after the

death of the hopher, Some of the suras that deal wi¡.h the collection of zakãt are without any

doubt referring ro an obligation of the Jewish community ao pay zaåt to the community of
believers and,Umar ibn al-Khattãb also collected zal<ãt froø the Nabatean Ch¡istians. See

futher suras 2:43 and 5: 12 as well as Ibn Anas 1989: 106.

8l Aghnides 1916: 213--217. However, according 10 Mãliki and Shãfi'I jurists, the property of
minors and the insane is not exempt.

82 lbn Anas 1989: 93. As I will concentrate in my study on the Bilãd al-Sùdãn, the interpre-
tations of the Maliki nadhløb will be the starting poinr of my argumentation. My key refer-

ences are therefore Bewley's translation of Mãlik ibn Anas's al-Muwaga'and Ruxton's
compilation of rhe Mukhta¡ar of Sîdi Khalil. In addition, I will use the studies by Aghnides,
who generally follows a llanafi interpretation, as well as de Zayas and al-Qardawi, who both
¡ry to establish â consensus anrong the various schools oflaw.
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A general division is made between apparent or zãhir-goods and non-appar-
ent or bã¡in-goods. The right of the govemment to collect zakãt was restricted to

Vãhir-goods, namely livestock, agricultural products and mines, although there is
no consensus among the jurists about the exact division between rhese two
conditions.E3 According to Agbnides,

... the Mãlikites virnrally consider all zalaãt prop€ny as apparent in contrast with the
Shãfiftes who almost go to the other extreme. Thus, unlike al-Shâñ5 who recommends
the disburscmcnt of zalcãt to its benef¡ciaries by the owners lhemselves, the Mälild¡es,
with a view to avoiding praise and insuring secrecy, recommend the disbursement of
zalcÃt throtgh an agent, ¡hat is the state. especia¡ly if rhe zahãt payer is ignorant of the
law or the imãm is just. In fact, the Mãlikrres require the owners to disburse to the
imãm when he is just even the mkãt of their non-appârent propeÍy.84

Goods taxable lnder zakat had to reach a certain minimum, called ni¡a?, which
was different for every object.Ss The goods could either be real or hypothetical
but they must be fully owned and must be over and above what is necessary for
the satisfaction of the primary necessities of life. In addition, they must be free of
debt. A general argument of the scholars has been that in determining the niçãb,
the rule is to add together only articles that belong in the same genus or catego-

ries, such as physical identity or conmercial value. However, there is no consen-
sus among the schola¡s about which goods belong to the saÍie genus.s Mãlik ibn
Anas, for example, states that

... ifsomeone asks, 'How can pulses be addcd up all together when assessing the zakat
so thal there is just one paymenl when a man can bârter two of one kind for one of
another, while cereals can not be barte¡ed at a rate of two ro one?', then tell him. 'Gold
and silver are collectcd together when assessing the zakat, even though an amount of
gold dinars can be excbanged for many times that amount of silver dirhams'.8?

The most well-known debate among the jurists is whether zal<ãt is to be
levied on horses or not. \{hereas the Mãliki schola¡s and most other schola¡s
argue that horses are not to be included,SS some Hanafì scholars disagree.Sg

Those schola¡s who argue for the zakaøbility of horses, claim that horses are tax-
able according to their value at 2.5 pr cent,go However, as the Mãtikr- nadhhab

Juynboll l9l0: 105.

Aghnides l9ló:302.
See furtherJuynboll 1910: 102.

See further Aghnides 1916: 2W2ü7,225-227.

Ibn Anas 1989: 106.

lbn Anas 1989: 107; Maghniyyatr 1992:125; al-Mawardi 1996:172.

See further al-Qardawi 1999: l4l-149.
Kuran 1986: 143.
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was to become the prevailing one in the Bilãd al-Südãn, horses, mules and

donkeys were exempt from zalcãtin the region.gl

7-al<at is levied upon wealth and income. Regarding wealth, one can

distinguish two main categories of holdings, namely precious metals as well as

articles of Uade and livestock. Articles of trade, as well as precious metals, were

hidden goods on which zakât ì¡,as to be paid but where the state had no rights of
control. T\e nisãb on these goods was 2.5 per cent but the rules are complicated

and it was left to the payer to decide which products $/ere taxable or not'9 The

soufces of income to which zakãt applies are mining and agriculture. Income

from mining and agriculture as well as livestock were aPParent goods. The nisõb

varied between 20 per cent for mining, 10 and 5 per cent for agriculture, whereas

livestock was taxed according to a prcportional rate.93 Furthermore, zakãt is

collected from Muslim traders whereas tolls are imposed on dhimml and þarbî
traders.94 According to Mãliki view, both Muslim and non-Muslim traders pay 10

per cent (which would be termed 'ushr), whereas Hanafi schola¡s â¡gue that

Muslims should only pay 2.5 per cent, whereas dhi¡runl traders pay 5 and harbî

traders 10 percent.9s

The rules for zakãt on flocks and herds are rather complicated. According to

Hanafi and Shãñ'î schola¡s, zal<ãt is due on sawã'im, or animals that a¡e pastudng

but are not used for riding, carrying loads or ploughing. Mãlikr- scholars' on the

other hand argue that animals are subject lo zakãl even if they are used for work,

whether or not they are sawã'ím (with the exemption of horses), such as pack

animals and draft oxen.ff All schola¡s argue that camels, cattle, sheep and goats

are zakatable animals. Tlte niçãb, however, va¡ies for each animal. According to

Ibn KhalîI, the niçãb of camels is four; for every five camels but less than twenty-

five camels, zalcãt is paid with sheep or goâts, one ewe or goat for every five

camels.97 The minimum assessable number of homed cattle is thirty, whereas for

9l Mischlich 19Cfl234.
92 For a detailed outline, see de Zayas 1960: 55-125.
93 For a general introduction and outline of¡he rules governing the levy and the distribution of

zakãt, see deZayas 1960 and al-Qardawi 1999.

94 Dhirunî are those non-Muslims who tive in and are protected by the Islamic s¡ate and who

Wy jizyq harbí are those non-Muslims who do not live in an Islamic o¡ Muslim stat€.

95 Aghnides 19t6:314,31?.
96 Ruxton 19l6: 32. See further Aghnides t916: 244-261.
97 A herd of camels larger than twenty-five camels is taxed according to a râther complicated

ass€ssm€nt. If the herd consists of twenty-five but less than thirty-five camels, the tax is one

she+amel one year old. If there are thirty-six but less tban forty-five camels, ¡he lax is one

rwo-year old she-camel. From thirty-six to sixty camels, a three-year old she-camel is to be

paid. At sixty-one and up to seventy-ñve, the assessment is one four-years old she-camel.

Herds of camels bigger thân seventy-six have to pay more thân one she-camel. See further

Ruxton 1916:32-33.
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sheep and goats it is forty.98 The assessment of cattle, including bulls and cows,
follows a similar logic of the assessment of camel herds. For a herd that consists
of thirty to thirty-nine cattle, one rwo-year old calf or heifer has ro be paid as

zakãt. Fot forty to fifty-nine cattle, the assessment is one three-yea¡ old cow, from
sixty to sixty-nine it becomes two two-year old calves. Ibn Khalil concludes that:

... beyond sixty-nine, an âssessment is a¡rived at based on each round number of thirty,
or on each round number of forry, which may go 10 make up the 10tal number of the
herd: each round number of thirty be^ing assessed at one tr{ro-yeâr-old, and each round
number of fony at one tluee-year old.S

The assessment of flocks of sheep or goats is rather light compared with that
of the larger livestock: a flock larger than 40 but smaller than 120 animals pays
one animal, if the flock is bigger than 120 but small than 200, it pays two anirnals.
Flocks over 200 pay one animal out ofevery one hundred.lo

Zakãt on agricultural products is 10 per cent; if grown on irrigated land, it is
5 per cent.l0l It corresponds to the tithe and is called ,ushr othahf-,ushrand was
collected after the harvest, as stated by Yaþyã ibn Ãdam: "About the passage
'And give the due portion of it on the day of its han¡esring' (sura 6:142). He said:
the'ushr and the half-,ushr."lÚ An outline of the zaleåt on land, crops and fruits is
provided in Yaþyã ibn Ãdam's Kitãb at-kharãj:

Tlte zølcät is levied on land, crops and fruit and on all those lands on which no kharaj is
imposed, and are .¿rsl¡r land; as .¡sår is the Sadaqa which is ¡he zakit levied on ¡he
crops and fruits of ¡he yus¡¡rnt.103

98 Ibn Anas 1989:99-100.
99 Ruxton l9ló: 33-34. However, the assessment of a herd larger than 120 cattle is based on

the computation ¡hat follows the assessment of herds of camels larger than 200 animals.
l0 Ruxton l9ló:34.
lot lbn Anas 1989: 104; Yahyã ibn Ãdam 1958:,7742. A common reference for .¡¿sl¡r is rhe

þadith wherc the hophet ordered Mu'ãdh ibn Jabal to organise the collecrion of zaktit in
Yemen: "'Ushr is levied on what is watered by heaven or streamlets and half¡l¿sår on what
is watered by bucket."

l@ Yahyã ibn Ãdam 1958: 83, presenling a collection of ha[tths which all are explanarions of
sura 6:142. Some Hanafi jurists, however, question whether .asår is really aki¡d of zakãt or
not, whereas othen claim that there is a difference between zol<ãt and.a,s/rr, the former being
levied only on livestock and commercial capital and being an act of worship, rhe lâner being
primarily a financial chæge but participating in the nature of worship. They also claim that
unlÌdre zakåt,.asl¡r is levied on property owned by minors, insane persons and even v,aSs or
Pious foundâlions (see fn. 69). However, the presumption among the Hanafî jurists is that

'¿¡år is like zakat, esp,cially as regards its religious rispects, tbe differences of the two being
limited to the political and financial ñeld: the right of the state to collect I. Mãliki and
Shãfi'i scholars, on the other hand, threat .¡¿sår as being an integral part of, if not identical
with,zakãr. See furrher Aghnides 1916: 284.

lo3 YuhyaibnÃdam l95E:77.
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This short outline by Yaþyã ibn Ãdam summarises the essence of zakãt,

namely it being levied on the fruits of the Muslims. Yaþyã, who wrote his treatise

in the early Abbasid er4 also tried to sort out the confusion between the terms

çadaqa, atmsgiving in general, zalcat. obligatory almsgiving, and 'asår, the tithe

on the crops. Thus, according to his logic, ?sår becomes zakõt and therefore also

$adaqa if it is paid by a Muslim as part of his religious duties and not if it is paid

as an ordinary secula¡ tax. However, it has to be noted that YahYã himself uses

zakãt and sadaqa interchangeably and thus adds to the confusion himself. Further,

Yahyã does recognise the already by then established pfactice of the division

between ,ushr and kharaj lands, the former Paylng orùy 'ushr, the latter both '¿sår

andkharaj.ru
Zaløt ('ushr) is levied on grains, pulses and legumes, such as wheat, barley,

sult (a kind of ba¡ley), Arabian wheat, rice, sorghum, pearl millet, maize, chick-

peas, beans, ha¡icots or broad beans, lentils, lupines, field peas, ordinary peas, as

well as raisins, olives, sesafne, the seeds of the horseradish tree and safflower

seeds.l05 However, even during the early centuries of Islam, there was no

consensus among the schola¡s conceming which products are liable to zal<ãt, as

Yabyã ibn Ãdam clearly underlined:

Some jurists say: 'Usår or half-'¡sl¡r is levied on all kinds of produce, even on a bunch

of vegetables; but others say that on such things no s.adaqa (i-e.'¿sår) is levied' but

only on measu¡able ùings which remain with people after 3he year, such as sesame'

rice, maize, thin husked barley, beans and grains like seeds and other kinds of grain.

Again some say that this refers only to whea! barley, dates and raisins, and this is what

is handed down on the authority of the Plophet. Maize was mentioned in some tradi-
tions.lffi

Tlte niçãb is five awsã4 $g.wasq) or camel loads:Ifr

Ifa man has four awsãq of dates he has harvested,fout awsãq ofgrapes he has picked'

or folur awsãq of wheat he has reaped or fow øv'sãq of pulses he has harvested, the

different categories are not added together, and he does not have to pay za¡tat on any of

lØ Th" rule that land subjecr o kharaj also pays zatcãt is a Mâliki and a Shãfr'i one. According

to rhe Hanafis, either .usår or kharaj must be paid on the land but never both . Kharai, which

is the land tax, is only levied on the lands thåt come under the description of kharai lttds
and can be cither fixed or proportional. It therefore varies from one fifth to half of the entire

harvesl. See further Aghnides 1916: 378-389.
105 p*¡on 1916: 42.In atl cases, the assessment includes gleanings as well as the proponion of

thc crop given in payment to labourers and haryes¡ers.
16 Yu¡ya ibn Ãaam lgss: lu.
lø Do.ing the time of the Prophet, five camel-loads of grain represented the sum of 200

dirløms of silver or 2O mithqõl of gold, both latter sums being the ¡¡s¿-å for precious metals.

However, more importânt was and is tha¡ five camel-loads of grain provided for one year's

provision of essential foodstuffs for one household (de Zayas l9(0: 72).
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the categories - the dates, the grapes, the wheat or the pulses - until any of them comes
to five awsãq using the $ã. of the Prophe¡.108

one wasq contained 60 sa'and one sa-' I ratls.l6 However, the measu¡e used
for the payment of zakõt ('ushr) was in fact a smaller one than what was in use for
normal market transactions. According to Mãlik ibn Anas,

...paymentof allrypesoî@õra,of zakõtal-fitrandof the zakôtongrainsforwhicha
tenth or a twentieth is due, is made using rhe smaller mudd, which is the n¡rdd of the
Prophet, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, except in the case of dhihar
divo¡sq^u/¡¿¡ the kaffara is paid using the mudd of Hisham, which is the larger
mudd.ll0

According ro some of the testimonies quoted by yaþyã ibn Ãdam, the differ-
ence between the larger and the smaller sã' seemed to have been established by
the second caliph, 'uma¡ ibn al-Khaç-tãb, who sent a certain al-Haijãj to Abù I9hãq
with a sealed ¡a-'of 'umar ibn al-Khattãb: "This was twice the measure of the fi¡st
[i.e. the ordinary one in use]. Tnhayr said: They measured with it and found that it
contained two (sd's) of the hajjajî (sa-') [which was the one in use for the
measurement of , ushr, IIW].-l l l

Thus, from eady times, Muslim jurists made a difference between two meas-
ures of grain. whereas the harvest was counted by using the ordinary me¿ìsure,
the part given as 'ushr was levied according to the lesser measure. such a praxis
seemed to have been well established in the Bilãd al-Südãn. Chastanet notes rhe
differentiation among Muslims in the Bakel region in Senegal between ¡he debi
gume n muude, the mudd given to the chief of the village, and the minnan n
muude, the mudd given as charity. Further, the size of the mudd seemed to have
fluctuated according to the quantity of the harvest: the muude xenla was used in
"normal" times, whereas the muude bemba was used in times of scarcity. As a
consequence,the mudd in Bakel va¡ied from 2.5 to 4 kg.ll2 According to Kane,
the mudo (mudd) in use in Futa Toro and among the Moors in southern Maurita-
nia measu¡ed some 3 to 3.5 litre of grain.ll3 In Hausaland, again, ¡he mudu
(mudd) was "a vessel of standard capacity for measuring out com", yet, in times
of scarcity a smaller type was used, called the dam mudu.ll4 However, as will be

l0E

109

Ibn Anas 1989: 105-106.

Yaþyã ibn Ãdam 1958: 77, S9-92. According to de Zayas (1960: ó7-68), one ,rd. would
have represented a weight of c. 5.225kg.

IbnAnas 1989: ll0.
YabyãibnÃdam 1958.92.

Chastanet l9E3:24.
Kane 1974:.245.

Abraham 1962:680.

ll0
Itl
\2
l13

lt4
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pointed out in Chapter V, different measutes were also in use in Hausaland, at

least during the 19th c€ntufy: the grain bundle given as zøkkato the tax collector

was smaller than the one stored in the granary of the mai gida, lhe head of a
household. It is also noted by Abraham that in Hausaland zakka was a com-

measure equal to one sa,i, one s¿,i (¡a') being equivalent to 16 handfuls of
gt"in.tlS In Dãr Fùr, ?sår was called umm thelãthîn or "mother of thirty" since it
was assessd at a rate of th¡ee midd (mudd) in every thirty, whereas one midd was

given as zakãt al-fitr.rl6 tn similat ways the zakãt al-fitr was collected in Wadai,

namely one, sometimes two, mudd of millet.llT However, at least in Dãr Frir, the

mudd was not a fixed measure but was established through consultation with the

villagers.llS An outline of the mudd in the Bilãd al-Sudãn is presented in Table l.
In only a few places have there been any attempts by the states to standa¡dise

the grain measure. The case of the Diina in Masina seems in this respect to be

rather unique in the Bilãd al-Südãn as the state was able to introduce a stândafd

grain meaSure.ll9 One reason for the failu¡e to introduce a standârd me¿rsure in

most pre-colonial states in the Bilãd al-Sùdãn or, perhaps more likely a general

resentment against any such attemPts, was due to the flexibility of the prevailing

systems. Harvests fluctuations, as well as the rise and fall of the grain price, could

be checked by the use of a variety of grain measures. A good ha¡vest led to a low

price of grain in the ma¡ket and thus a larger measure could be used, whereas

during a dea¡th, when grain iwas scarce and the price skyrocketed, a smaller

measufe was used. However, the smaller measure still reflected the value of gfain.

Those who lost during a harvest failure were the receivers of the grain: the tax

collector, the buyer in the ma¡ket and the receiver of zakat al-frlr,If a standa¡d

measure would have been in use, the cost of the ha¡¿est failure would have to be

bome by the giver.

The levy called zakõt al-fi¡r, which has been referred to several times, is

problematic, too. [n many regions in the Bilãd al-Súdãn, a tax calTed.fitra ot fit
was collected by the tax collectors at the end of Ramadãn. The general perception

has been that this levy would have been a tax, collected, controlled and

distributed by the state. However, zalcãt al-ft¡r cannot, in fact, be regarded as a

religious tax at all but an obligation of every Muslim to give alms, usually food,

directly to the poor and needy of the local Muslim community, without the state

having any role in the supervision of the fulfilment of the duty.l2o To distinguish

l15 Ab.h"- 1962: 764,963.
t16 o'Fahey 1980: lo2-103.
ll7 On" 

^uddbeing 
equal to about 3 kg; see further Meier 1995: 69-70.

I lE Kaptei¡ns 1985: 39J0.
l19 Loimeier20oo.
t2o Aghtridr. 1916:. 207,f¡.3.
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Table l. An outline of the mudd in the Bilãd as-Sùdan

debi gume n muude (the mudd givør to the village chief)
minnan n muude (the mudd given as charity)
muude zensa (the weight of the mudd in..normal" times)
muude bernba (the weighr of the mudd in times of scarcity)

mudo (mudd) = 3 - 3,5 libe of grain

muudo (mudd) = 2 kg (zakãt d-ntr)

Umarian sretel25

Samorian state126

muddu = zakãt al-fin = being the equivalenr of one person,s daily grain
consumption

mudu = ar¡nual alms (i.e., zakãt al-f¡Ð
mude = annual stipend paid by all subjects (whether Muslims or not) to
the shaykhs oftheir villages

mudu (mudd) = I sa'i = 16 handfulls of grain
dan mudu
3 moudu = 33 lbs th¡eshed lrain = I zakka bundle
40 mudu = I sa)i = sufficient of one man's daily food ration
4 muô¡ as zaka¡ nono (bowl tax) or zakar ci (eating tax) = zâkãt ât-f¡tr

Hausalandl2T

ç*o128
sokotol29
Imam Imorul3o

Senesâl
Beet12r

FutaTorol2
¡o¡" ¡"¡onl23
Masina 1Düna¡124

4kg
25ks

t2t
t22

123

tu
t25

t26

t27

128

129

r30

l3l
t32

133

t34

135

Bomo
lNacltigal)13l one mudd ofsorghum as sadaqa

Manda¡a
Shuwa A¡absl32 I ç-a' = size of a calabæh of 3 hand span and 3 fingen

rrã¡-P¡t133 .ushr= 3 midd (mudd)
zakãr a¡-fitr - I midd (nor fxed)

Da¡ Masalitl3 ¡¡¡¡¿6 = g¡ain measure in which the fitra ta¡ was assessed
(five and a half times rwo handfuls of grain)

1¡,r"¿"¡135 I mudd=3kg
salam = 2 mudd
litra = l-2 mudd

Chastanet l9E3:24..

KaneL974:245.

Marty l92l in http:www.fuura-jalon.nerlDüna/pmarry/chap7.ht¡nl.

Johnson 1976:4E7.

Oloruntimehin 197 8: t7 6-177 .

Person 1979:268.

Abmham 1962: 680,963.

NNAK SNPT/47211909

NNAK Sokprof935/1908

Ferguson 1973: 17l.
Nachtigal III, 1987 28.

Fo¡kl 1995:,f4ó.

Adelberger l99l:73.
Kapæijns 1985a: l4E.

Nachtigal l97l: lEl.
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between these two forms of zakat, some scholars te'Jr¡¡ zalØt al-ft¡r as zakat al'
badan,'head tax' ot 'zalcãt of the body', whereas zalcõt on wealth and income is

called zakãt al-mal or 'zalcãt of the propertr'.t36 7n¡¿¡ al-fi¡r has to be paid by

the head of the household on behalf of all persons that he is responsible for, as

stated in the al-Muwa¡¡a':

-.. a man has to pay for every person thâl he is responsible for supporting and whom he

must suppor¡. He has to pay for all his mukatahs, his mudabbars, and his ordinary

slaves, whether they are present or absent, as long as they are Muslim' and whether or

not they are for trade. HOwever, he does not hzve to pay zakõf on any of them that are

nor Muslim.l3T

Whereas there are some scholars who argue that the ordinafy zakflt can also

be given to needy non-Muslims, there is a consensus a¡ngng the scholars that

zalcat al-ft¡r never can be given to a non-Muslim. At least according to Mãliki and

Shâfr i scholars, the amount given as zakãt al-fitr must be one sc' for each

Muslim member of the household. These alms should be handed to the imam who

distributes them to the poor.l38

The property collected through the va¡ious forms of taxes, both religious and

seculfr, constitutes the public treasury or the bayt o¡^¿¡.139 In general, the reve-

nue is divided rnto sadaqa or zakõt revenue, booty revenue andfay' revenue.l4o

However, whereas all of the zakãt is part of the public treasury, only four-fifths of
the fay'and one-fifth of the spoils of war were considered to be part of ttre public

treasury.l4l The definition "public Eeasufy" is, however, somewhat misleading as

it does not necessarily refer to a fixed place or institution but rather to a financial

sphere,l42 as noted by Aghnides:

Every properry which belongs to Moslems in general and not to any Moslem in
panicular constitutes a part of the assets of the public treasury þayt al-mdl). It is not
necessåry that the property should be actually in lhe vaults of the reasury for it ¡o be

conside¡ed an asset of the treåsury, because the conception of bayt al-mãl refers to the

destination of the property, not to irs actual location. Therefore every expenditure

136 Juynboll l9l0: lll.
137 Jbn Anas 1989: lo9.
138 Juynbolllgl0:llÈ1lt.Ruxton1916:52-53.AccordingtoRuxton,the¡d'hewasrefening

to was slightly less than a bushel. However, according to Shãfi'r scholars, these alms can be

distributed by the individual himselfto the needy.
139 According to al-Mãwârdi, ¡he bayt al-mdl consis¡s of all the wealth to which the Muslims

a¡e entitled but which is not owned by âny specific person (al-Mawardi 199ó: 301).
l4 In"o-" through the levy of jizya, the poll-tax on non-Muslims, the tolls on dhimml vade*

and kharãj constitutes the/ay' revenue (al-Mawardi 1996: 207).
l4l However, thc schools of Muslim taw have different interpretations of which items of reve-

nue arc part of the public treasury. For an outline, see Aghnides 1916: 425431.
142 Al-Mawardi 196: 301.
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which must be incurred in the interests of Moslems in general is a liability of bayt al-
mãl and when it is made, it is considered to have been made by il, whether or not it has
actually been paid out of the vaults of bayt-al-mãl; this is for the reâson thar a revenue
which has gone into the hands of rhe public collecrors or has been spenr directly by
them is really a part of the income and outgo of the bayr-al-mãl itself, and is therefore
subject to the regulâtions governing ¡¡" r"ro.. I43

Therefore, it is not suryrising that actual reasury buildings are usually not
found in many of the precolonial srares and Muslim communiries in the Bilãd al-
Sûdãn. Instead, in most cases the revenue collected was locally s¡ored, the super-
vision of it being the task of the local imõms or village heads.l4 However, it was

- at least in theory - the duty of the imãms and village heads to keep each of the
classes of revenue apart from the others, if possible in separate "treasuries". This,
at least, was fhe case during the Mahdîya, when no less than four treasuries had
been established by khalîÍa.Abd All-ah (AMullahi) in Omdurman (Umm Durmã¡r;
see further Chapter VI). As the bayt al-mãl was the property of the Muslim com-
munity, and as zalút is perceived as an act of mutual assistance from one Muslim
to another, it follows that only Muslims could be the recipients of. zakãt.r45 How-
ever, during times of distress, some schola¡s argued that the imãm was allowed to
sidestep this rule and give assistance to dhimmî who were starving.l46 Further-
more, the regulations goveming the distribution of. zakãt prevented the centralisa-
tion of it: zakãt was to be distributed in the same district as it had been collected.
Only if there was no zakãt to be distributed in a district, was it permined to
transport zakãt ftom other regions to rhis district and distribute it among the
needy there.l47

The Eight Categories of Recipients ol Zakãt

It is somewhat puzzling for an outsider to note the contrasr between the vigour of
Muslim schola¡s to establish very precise regulations for the collection of zakãt
and the general statements concerning the distribution of zakãt. In most cases,

schola¡s andjurists seem to be satisfied by stating that the recipients of zakat are
the eight categories, and seldom give any further discussion on the qualiñcations
of each of the eight categories or the exact allocation among the va¡ious catego-

143 Aghnides l9L6:423.
l4 Thu position of the imãms in collecting and distributing zakat is a contesred matter. For

example, according to al-Mãwardi, the qãdi is responsible for the collection and distribution
of zakat if there is no particular inspector (al-Mawardi 1996: I l0).

145 dr?uyu, 196O:283: al-Mawardi 1996: lB3.
16 Aghnid.s L9l6: 431433. According ro de Zayas (1960: 284), rhe non-Muslims would

receive assistance from state funds, i.e., revenue collected through secular taxes.
147 Ru^ton l9l6:51-
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ries. The re¿Non for such an atütude might be due to the fact that it is the intention

of the giver which is crucial in Islam, not the position of the receiver, which is

noted in the al-Muwaç¡a':

Malik related to me from Zayd ibn Aslam tha¡ the Messenger of Allah, may Allah
bless him and grant him peace, said: "Give to a beggar even if he comes on a

hofse.,,l48

Therefore, one of the basic virn¡es is to refrain from asking:

'Umar ibn al-Khaîtãb said: "By the One in whose hand my self is, I u,ill nol ask any-

thing from anyone, and anything thal comes 1o me without my asking for it, I will
accePt."l49

However, as Doi stresses, miserliness is condemned by the sharî'a and a

generous person is considered to be a friend of Allah. Yet, begging as such is con-

demned by Islamic law as an unlawful act itself. Muslims a¡e asked to struggle to

eârn their lawful livelihood and not merely to depend on charity except in a

situation of extreme necessity. 150

One reason for a lack of any elaborate rules goveming the receiving and the

condition of the recipients is due to the communitarian n^fiße of zakãt. Zakõt was

primarily collected from and distributed in the same local Muslim community
where the imãm was supposed to, and usually did, know the rich and the poor

members. However, how was he able to deside who was poor and who was needy

in times of scarcity, when the resources of the public treasury were low and there

were more people in need of assistance than there were resources to alleviate thei¡

distress?

The key verse in the Qur'an, which stþlated the distribution of zakãt, is sura

9:60. Here eight categories ofrecipients are presented: the poor (faqîr), the desti-

ttÍe (miskîn} the collectors of zakãt, those slaves who want to ransom them-

selves, the hard-pressed debtors, for expenditure in God's cause, the wayfarers

and those people whose hea¡ts have been reconci1.6.l5l According to the MãlikI
interpretation, the wages of the collectors are to be paid out of ¡he zakãt-funds

before anyone else, even if they should absorb the entire zakãt-152 Next, of what

148 Ibn Anas 1989:419.
149 lbn Anas 1989:420.
l5o Doi r9t4 393-394.
15l See furrher Aghnides 1916: 44M52;Ruxton 1916:49-50.
152 A so.e*hat similar position is found among Shâfi'I scholars, such as al-Mãwardï, whereas

flanafi scholars disagree. See further al-Mawardi 1996: 153.
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is left, the poor and the destitute will receive tr¡/ice as much as is granted to all the
remaining cæegories. 153

The Islamic distinction between a poor person and a destitute one is rather
unique, especially as both classes are included among the receivers of zakãt.The
distinction between the two classes is usually made through their possibilities to
satisfy thei¡ basic needs. According to al-Ghazãll, a pauper (faqlr) is someone
who has no wealth and is unable to eam a living. Even if he or she possesses half
ofhis or her daily food, the person would still be regarded as a pauper. Only such
a person who possess his or her daily food and clothing, but still would have
insufficient income to cover the expenses throughout a whole year, would be
regarded as being needy or destitute one (miskin).ls4 Howeuer, according to the
soì¡rces quoted by Aghnides, the definition of the pauper and the destitute would
be the opposite: the faqîr is a person who lacks sufficient means to provide for
necessities for a year, even if he or she possess a trade, whereas the mis&¡n is a
person who does not have anything, and who needs to resort to begging in order
to make a living and obtain enough clothing to conceal his or her nakedness.lss
Finally, an attempt to distinguish between the two "degrees" or categories of
poverty are made by de zayas, who stresses the difference of the possibility or
insufficiency to provide for oneself the material necessities of life:

Fagr indicates the condition of those whose me¿ns are insufficient to adequately
provide the basic lawful material necessities of life. Masløna¡ indicates the condition
of those whose means are either torally lacking or are so dehcient as to deny the basic
lawful material necessities o¡ ¡¡¡". I)o

153 Aghnid", 1916: 445; Ruxton 1916: 5È51. A somewhar similar - bur nor as sricr - division
of the order of payment is presented by al-Ghazãlî (1966: 58): "(The agents) are paid alike,
and if any money is left from the eight (of the whole) añer all have been paid it is rransferred
to the (proporiion of the other) groups, and if (rhe amounr) proves roo liule it will be
supplemented from other revenues (i.e., from the public treasury)." However, according to a
Shaf i interprelation, the øx collectors would receive a fixed amounl out of the zakõrfurñs,
the resr being equally distribu¡ed among the remaining seven categories (Juynboll l9l0:
108).

154 al€hazãlî 1966: 53-58. Howcver, a closer investigation into Muslim treatises of Islamic
law reveal that the concept of miskîn is used in two ways. One group of miskîn (indigent) are
those who are the recipien¡s of zalút, another - different - group are those who are entitled
to receive support from /øy' revenue. This difference is clearly elaborated by al-Mãwardî
(1996: 187).

155 Aghnid"s 1916:442-443. Doi, who makes a reference to caliph .Umar ibn al-Khat!ãb, is of
the opinion that the word masdkin means the non-Muslim poor and fuqara, meåns the poor
Muslim. According to Doi, both should be helped, but such an inrerpre¡ation could be
chaflenged by other legal opinions, which deny a non-Muslim a share in zaldtt (Doi 1984:
392).

156 de Zayas 19û:287.
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One could in principle regard zakat as a transfer of wealth from the rich to

the poor.t57 However, the intention is not the eradication of poverty but the

purification of wealth. Thus, although one might conclude that the uplift of the

situation of the poor and destitute would have been the main concem of the Mus-

lim scholars, it was not. lnstead, the discussion of the Muslim jurists on the distri-

bution of zakdt among the eight categories resembles to what I define as the

Sampo-model1ls8 almost anything can be covered by zal<ãt-fiinds. Thus Qudãma

ibn Ja.far in his Ki¡¿å al-kharãj, for example, states that zakãt can be distributed

among auxiliary troops and even to raiders for God's causes in addition to the

upkeep of hostels on public roads,l59 whereas Ibn Khah-l argues that a portion of
the zal¡nt is to be devoted to those who a¡e frghting infidels, for the purchase of
war material and of horses required by ttre army, and even to well-off or rich

soldiers.l@

The identification of a poor and a destitute person is left to the discretion of
the irnam and the giver. According to al-Ghazãll, "Pauperism and Poverty depend

upon the word of the recipient, who should not be required to produce any evi-

dence or swear an ou¡t.-l6t Howevet, it might be easier to determine who is not

eligible to receive zakât, narnely the rich and the affluent. Some jurists have fixed

the amount of wealth that excludes a person from being a zalcat recipient to ñfty
dirhams, i.e., a quarter of the z¿saå of money, although this opinion has been con-

tested by others.ló2 Al-Qardawi presents a modern interpretation of the dilemma:

Someone who has the means to satisfy his needs, whether subject to zakãt or nol, or
income and earnings, is not eligible to receive zattãt. Farnily needs are included.

Consequently, waged or salaried individuals are not eligible as long as their periodical

eaming are sufficient to satisfy their essen¡ial needs, even though they may not own

any niSab as â slock of wcalth. But on the other hand someone who owns the ¡risaä of
one or more zataãtable items may be considered poor and eligible for zakãt if the pro'
perty they own is not sufficient ro fulfil their needs.163

Among those who are refused zalcõt are the poor who a¡e capable of earning

but choose to be idle because, :rs many traditional and modern Muslim schola¡s

have underlined, Islam obliges each capable man to work. However, if the person

tries to find work but fails, he or she is allowed to receive zalcåt.In addition, those

157 Thir is ar leasr the projection by most contemporary Muslim scholars. See further al-

Qardawi 1999.
15E se. further page 55.
159 q"d".uibnJa'far 1965: ó?-ó8.
l0 Ruxton 1916:50.

al-Ghazäli 1966:59.

See furrher de Tayas 196ß:57 and al-Qardawi 1999: 34Ç349.

al-Qardawi 1999:349.

l6l
t62

163
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who a¡e totally devoted to worship are not eligible for zakõt, which is the reason
why most Muslim scholars are also engaged in worldly matters such as trade or
farming. Full-time students, on the other hand, are eligible for zakãt.

Finally - but most important - how much should a poor person receive? Two
basic opinions prevail among the Muslim scholars, one which argues that zakãt
should satisfy a lifetime's needs and the other which claims ¡hat zalcãt should
provide one year's sustenance. According to deZayas, the key question is the
provision of the basic lawful material necessities of tife, namely sufficiency in
food, clothing, a¡¿ shelter.l64 sufficiency in these three material necessities is
called ghinõ, i.e., the state in which one can dispense with the material help of
others. Those in ghinã no longer have any lawñ¡l claim to zalcãt. Therefore, as a
rule, one could conclude that someone in need who has a lawfi¡l right to receive
zakõt wolld receive enough to cover the minimum expenses of material
welfare.tó5

Giving and Receiving

'westem 
schola¡s usually distinguish berween charity and philanthropy when they

discuss aspects of almsgiving and assisting others in need. Charity is defined as

giving assistance to alleviate the need, suffering, and sorrow of both known as

well as unknown persons. Philanthropy, on the other hand, is di¡ected exclusively
to the unknown other, who has no claim on the giver. However, as Robert
Bremner has underlined that in terms of giving, charity and philanthropy have so
much in common that the words are often used interchangeably. Yet, one resp€ct
in which they differ is in their degree of interest in the conditions of the receiver.
Charity, a religious obligation to followers of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam,
has an abiding commitment to relieve the poor, o¡phans, the friendless, and the
homeless. Sympathy for the unfortunate and admonitions to love one's neigh-
bours and co-religionists extend the meaning of charity to kindness to and consi-
deration for others regardless of thei¡ need or faith.l6ó

lø According to de Zayas, basic education and medical care are to be included. Together they
would constiture the "minimum st¡ndard of material well-being recognised by Islam,,. See
further de Zayas 196O:287-288.

165 Si-il* conditions were already presented by al-Mãwardi (1996: l8l), who claimed rhat the
poor and destitute are to be paid as much as that they would be brought out of their state of
Poverty or indigence to the lowest state of wealth "and this is r¿larire to their situation
[italics HW]."

16 Br"rn", 1994: xi.
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Philanthropy, however, is secula¡ in origin, emphasising the love of man

rather than God and has not been as closely involved with the poor as charity-167

Whereas during the 17th century, phitanthropy meant ¿ benevolent disposition

and humanistic tum of mind, ttre term became associated in the lSth and the 19th

centuries with active participation in humanitarian reforms to improve the treat-

ment of prisoners and the insane, abolish slavery, and obtain rights for lvomen

and workers. Towards the end of this period, philanthropy also came to mean

large contributions of money to a variety of causes intended to benefit all classes

of society.16
Bremner's distinction between charity as a mainly religious affair and philan-

th¡opy as â mofe or less purely worldly matter falls short of describing the situa-

tion in Muslim countries. Although çadaqa, voluntary almsgiving, clearly belongs

to the realms of religion as being a form of piety, the matter is more complicated

with regards to zakùl, the obligatory alms or the "poor tax". Although zakõt was

perhaps never implemented in the way Muslim scholars would have liked it to
have been, namely serving as a kind of general relief fund under state control and

supervision, it is clea¡ that the purpose of zakõt rü/as meant to be a kind of back-

bone for a public social welfa¡e policy. Thus, modern Isla¡¡ric economists rcfer to

zakõt as the basis of a (future) Islamic welfare state.l@ One consequence of the

modem debate about and focus on zalcat is that it has become more than merely

an act of private and individual belief and piety but is being transformed (or,

altematively, taken back) to the public sphere. Therefore zal<ãt is more than mere

charity and extends the notion of philanthropy by bridging the private and the

167 Atthough it is argued that the concept of philantfuopy is no¡ a very old one and that the
conccpt itself is of a secular natu¡e, the concept abeady existed in the ancient Greece world,
where rhe word was not only a litcrary or philosophical ideal but was also a practical virtue
applied by bolh the individual and the city state. The Greek conception of philanthropíawæ
adopted by the early Christian community that grew into maturity in the Hellenisric intellec-
tual and social milieu. As a syncretistic religion, Christianity absorbed much of ¡he Hellcnic
spirit, and, along with Heb¡ew morals, it developed its own ethics which became pre-

eminently theocentric. Thus, philanthropøbæame a virtue pursued primarily in imitation of
God's example rather than an expression of humanistic pity or benevolenl compassion
towards man in need. In the Byzantine world, philantropia was understood to bc fi¡st and

foremost a philosophical and tbeological abstrac¡ion: the inæntion was to please or to imitate
God. It was believed lhat philanthropi¿ was ao expression of repenøncc and rededication to
God. In addition, it was also perceived to be a politicâl attribute, it was charity directed to
the individual in want and was expressed in organised ir¡stitutions. It was taught that deeds

of mercy would lead to the eternal habitations of the Almighty; toÞ philatheos, GodJoving,
md philoptochos, poorJoving, was to achieve the suprcme ståte of perfcction. See further
Constantelos 1991.

lff S"" further Bremner 1994; for lhe change in attitudc during the lgth century, see âmong
others, Himmelfarb 1984, 1991.

l@ S". funherVy'eiss 2fi)2.
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public spheres: zakãt is an individual act, but its collection and distribution is to
be handled and monitored by the state.

Thus, Bremner's distinction between charity and philanthropy is not the best
way to engage oneself in a discussion abouf ;adaqa and zakåt, giving or receiving
in Islam. A thorough investigation has to include aspects of informal and formal
ways of giving and receiving, to debate the notion of the private and the public
and, most impofant, to underline the fact that there is an obvious rift between
ideal and reality in Muslim countries. Moreover, an investigation into charity,
benevolence and social welfare in Islam has to focus on five different actors: the
giver of zalcat, the giver of gadaqa, the receiver of zakòl, the receiver of sadaqa as

well as the various tax officials, who serve as intermediaries between the givers
and the receivers of zakat. such a picture is, howeveç still too simplistic and even
problematic, especially with regards to the go-betweens as there is no consensus
among the 'ulamã'about the role and position of these persons. ln fact, according
to the shãfi'I school of law, there is no need for an intermediary in supervising the
payment zakät, whereas the Mãlikl- madhhab is defrnite in its requirement of an
intermediary, otherwise the whole transaction of zakãt is regarded as unlawñ¡1.170

The intermediaries comprise various groups, such as the collectors, the
administrators and the supervisors which, together with the givers and the
receivers, all act in various ways. The act of giving is a simple transaction only
when two parties are involved, such as in the case of gadaqa.In this case, alms-
giving correlates with the giving of a gift, as has been noted by Ma¡cel Mauss.
The giver of alms, padaqa, acts in his own interests: the pious act of almsgiving is
therefore a one way process, where the receiver is a mere passive spectator. one
could argue that the intention of the giver of. çadaqa is not the cha¡itable act as

such but to achieve grace, God's blessing or salvation in this life or in the here-
after. This one-way process has been clearly noted by Bukhãn- when he discussed
the intention of almsgiving in one of his recorded hadlths where rhe prophet told
about a man who had given alms to a thief, a prostitute and a rich man although
his intention had just been to give away alms as such.lTl This is further under-
lined by the Mãlikr view that the imãm might disburse the enrire sadaqa lsicl!
revenue or revenue collected through the religious taxes to public functionaries
exclusively, even if they should 6" ¡"6.t72 However, to relegate the role of the
receiver to mere passive spectatorship is too na¡row as he or she would do
anything to remind his or her fellows about his or her existence by begging,
shouting and screaming instead of just siaing humbly and quietly in a dark comer.

170 Aghnid". 1916: 301-3û2.
l7l al-Buþãn- l99l: 194.
172 Aghnid", 1916:428.
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The crisis within the Islamic world, which concemed the leadership of the

Islamic state, namely that of the Caliphate, and which resulted in the erosion of
caliphare rule during the 10th century AD, could have been one reason why the

Islamic world did not witness a simila¡ development in the case of state responsi-

bility for the provision of social welfa¡e as occurred in the Christian world. As
soon as the Islamic world was no longer ruled by a religious-cum-political ruler -
the caliph - but by ordinary kings, emirs and other dignitaries, the moral
obligation of state responsibility towards the provision of social welfare was put
into question. The new rulers were still bound by Islamic law, but they were
neither the executors of the Law nor the centre of an Islamic order. Furtherrnore,

the difficulty if not impossibility of introducing changes in the sharí,a. which a

caliph perhaps might have been able to press for,l73 more or less ossified Islamic
law, although in its practical implementation the Muslim jurists and qddís still
were able to accommodate the rulings of the law to the needs of the local society.
However, a comparison between the development of social welfare instirudons
within the Islamic world and Westem Europe, especially in those parts of Europe
where the structures and institutions of the medieval Church were destroyed
during and as a result of the Protestant reformation, some rema¡kable differences
can be identified - not least in the question of state or public responsibility
towârds the provision of social welfa¡e. The crucial point in Westem Europe was
the emergence of the principle of public responsibility, namely that the state more
and more took over the role of the Church as the provider of byzantinehke phitan-
thropia. Whereas poverty and destitution became to be viewed as a social, eco-
nomic, political and - most of all - a moral problem if not a vice, to which
solutions had to be found, legislative or otherwise, no such development occurred
in the Islamic world. concepts like Poor Laws in many European countries did
not exist in Islam as there were no attempts in pre-colonial Muslim states to
establish any juridical regulations conceming the poor and beggars. Contrary to
Westem Europe and especially the Anglo-Saxon world, namely in England and
New England, where statutory relief was to develop from the l6th century on-
wards, the state in the Muslim world did not try to regulate help for the poor and
needy. what existed in the Muslim world were various kinds of charities, ranging
from alms distributed casually in the streets to formally esrablished cha¡itable
institutions like the various pious foundations or awqãf (sg. waqf¡.r?4

173 Thit was at least the case for the first two caliphs who introduced changes in the law. Later
caliphs had already lost this possibility.

174 For an outline of the development of rhe modem social welfa¡e srâre, see Riuer 1991. On
organised forms of precolonial social welfare in the Muslim world, see, for example,
Jennings 199ù Peri 1992; Sabra 2000.
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A comparison between the English Poor Law and the principles regulating

zalcãt provide an interesting illustration of the simila¡ities and differences between

a Western-secula¡ and an Islamic system of poor relief. The English Poor Law of
1601 rested, according to Leiby, on four principles, which as such provide an

interesting way to argue for a state-imposed but locally realised social welfa¡e

policy.lTs The fi¡st principle was public responsibility, which meant that the law
designated officials and charged them with a duty. The parish, or local govem-

ment, had to appoint such officials, and they had to help the poor. The central

govemment, acting though the courts, might punish localities that did not carry

out its intentions. According to Islamic law, zalcât also was a public responsibi-

lity, yet first and foremost it was an individual obligation. The state was to
appoint collectors and public inspectors, yet they were restricted from collecting
zakåt fuomnon-apparent or hidden propefty.176 However, if a person failed to pay

lnis zakåt or if he refused to pay, his zakãt could be collected by force. As the

existence of parishes in the Islamic world is impossible (as there exists no
church), the leade¡ of a local community was charged with the responsibility of
enforcing the collection and distribution of. zakât.

The second princþle goveming the Poor Laws is local responsibility. Thus,

the local parish congregation was held to be responsible for its oriln poor and was

prohibited from pushing them out to other parishes during times of distress. In
addition, Vagrancy Laws prohibited beggars to move from one parish to another.

According to Islamic law, zal<at should in the first place be distributed among the

local community and only when extraordinary circumstances prevailed was it
allowed to move zalcãt furl,ds out of the locality of collection. However, there

exists no restriction on begging or a prohibition against migrating out of the local

area in Islamic law.
The third principle of the Poor Laws was the responsibility of relatives: the

parish did not have to provide service and assistance if there were parents, grand-

parents, or (adult) children or grandchildren who could do so. A similar argument

vvas presented by Muslim scholars: someone is eligible to receive assistance from
zalcãt fwtds only if close relatives cannot provide help. The fourth principle of the

Poor Laws was that the overseers were authorised to put the poor to work. Such a

principle is not found in Islamic law.

One consequence of the principles discussed above is that neither in the

English nor in the Islamic case has the receiver any distinct right to relief. What

l7s L"iuy l97ï:394a.
176 According to Islamic law, there are two classes of prop€rty subject ro zakät: apgarenr and

non-apparent property. Non-apparent propely includes gold, silver, arricles of trade and

treasure lrove. See further page 2?, as well as Aghnides 1916: 296-301.
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existed was a set of religious obligations, which in the English case had been

transformed to serve secula¡ legislation, and mun¡al responsibility.

Despite the fact that none of the Muslim states ever stipulated any "poor

laws" or seemingly were not engaged in establishing any social welfare instin¡-

tions, such â picture is rather misleading. Whereas it might be true thît zakãt

never developed into a kind of public social welfare fun{ other forms of both

public and private intervention prevailed and were developed. Almsgiving or

charity as such was basically an individual moral obligation as well as a virtue,

and it was to be applied by both rulers and subjects. Therefore, almsgiving and

charity also became a political act and tool. Adam Sabra's study on poverty and

charity in Mamlúk Egypt supports such a claim.l77 Generally, the Mamluk state

left most acts of charity, including the payment of zakãt, to the conscience of the

individual believer and the Mamlük state did not possess any system of govern-

ment-sponsored poor relief apart from occasional famine relief. Moreover, as in

other precolonial Muslim states, the Mamlùk rulers did not apply any pa¡ticular

social policy. However, ¡zJÎ'schola¡s as well as other Muslim learned individuals

in their serrnons and scholarly treatises urged the believers to have mercy on the

poor and the "deserving" beggars, and even presented guidelines on how and to

whom alms a¡e to be given.l?8 Thus, one could argue that there existed a debæe

among the schola¡s about how alms should be distributed and to whom, i.e,, a

kind of "non-govemmental social policy" that would influence the believers,

including the ruler, and thus, in a way, lay the foundation of a public-cum-private

social welfare policy. However, as Sabra has pointed out, the problem with the

debate among the religious schola¡s was that the rulers, and especially the state

bureaucracy, never institutionalised the pious acts and whatever policy that was

applied by the rulers depended to a large extent on the considerations and

motivations of the ruler to stay in power.l79

Whereas there existed no state-enforced social policy in Mamlùk Egypt (and

it will be argued throughout the book that similar situations prevailed in most, if
not all, precolonial Muslim states in the Bilãd al-Südãn), there existed a specifi-
cally "Islamic" form of institutionalised charity, namely the pious endowments. In
Mamlük Egypt (as well as in most Muslim regions but not throughout the Bilãd
al-Si¡dãn with some notable exceptions) there were a wide range of ovqølwhich
supported hospitals and schools as well as provided for other services, such as

housing, provision of food and \4,ater, and the burial of the dead. The establish-

mentof awqãfallowed the Mamlúk elite an opporilnity to win public suppon and

177 see Sabra 2000.
178 Such a treåtise is, among others, al-Ghazãli's Mysteries of Almsgiving. For a discussion on

almsgiving in ¡4f literature during the Mamlúk period, sec Sab'ra 2000: 4l-50.
179 sab.u2ooo: 32-40,5oó8.
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demonstrate their piety.læ Similar pious endowments were also established in
Morocco where they a¡e called aþas (sg. þubus). Although there are some

indications that pious endowments were already established during the reign of
the Idn-sids and Almoravids, it was during the reign of the Banu Marfn, a Berber-
dynasty that reigned during 1258-1420, when the establishment of øþbãs started

to flourish in Morocco.lEl One could claim that due to the establishment of awqãf
a special form of institutionalised but non-governmental form of charities
emerged in the Islamic world (but not in the Bilãd al-Sr:dãn) and that the network

of awqãf for a long time replaced or substituted for direct government involve-
ment in poverty alleviation. It is therefore striking that although there existed

close scholarly links between the Bilãd al-Si¡dãn and both Egypt and Morocco,

only a few pious endowments were ever established in the Sudan savannah (see

tu¡ther Chapter VIII).
Creating an effective social policy is not an easy task. Whatever grounds are

âccepted as valid assistance or help have to be appropriate for the prevailing
social and economic system. Therefore, the social policy has to be changed as

society and economy develop. At the same time as a social policy might enable

the redistribution and transfer of wealth in a particular society, it involves the
rejection of some of its members as all social policies involve selection of and

distinction between those who are eligible for help and those who are not. Thus,
anyone who is in the position to decide about the distribution of help is in need of
adequate information of the state of affairs of those in need, be it in a local area ot
on a national level. In addition to information, any social policy would be useless

without the resources to back it. There are thre¿ main resources for poor relief,
namely allocation by the central government of part of its tax-based revenue,

local taxes and voluntary charity. The experience of the Westem European states

until the late 18th century was that systems controlled by the state usually faced

the diffrculty of getting adequate information due to bad communication and that

funds were embezzled due to lack of supervision. In addition, a general problem

was that the state received pressure from particular groups to distort the distribu-
tion of relief. Although a social welfa¡e system based on the use of local taxes

proved to be more efficient, in many regions and states the privileges of the

nobility made the system not very effective until after the abolition of their privi
leges and tax exemptions. Voluntary charity, which was to be for centuries the

backbone of poor relief in Catholic countries, was bound to the possibilities of
collecting enough fi¡nds: when social priorities changed, cha¡itable funds might
even dry up as donations decreased.lS2

180 Sabra 2000: 69.-100; Kogelmann 1999: 35
l8l Kogctmann t999:83-86-
182 Mit"hi*n l99l:27-34.
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Recent studies on social welfare policies in Europe until about 1850 have

indicated that across Europe (including Russia) there existed a sort of "mixed

economy" of welfare, where the activities of the state, church and voluntary
organisations were inte¡woven. Thus, the English Poor Law depended on volun-
teers for its operation, whereas in Catholic countries voluntary contributions

might be distributed by official bodies. However, as Roberts claims, this was not

a "zero-sum game" and especially during the 18th and 19th cenn¡ries there was a

profound change:

Althougb in cenain contexts it is certâinly approprine to ralk of lhe state increasing irs
power ât the expense of the church, or of the state retracting, or designating certain
fields of activity properly the domain of civil society ..., in a larger perspective, the
capacity and range of activiry of state, civil society, and even, in certain forms, of
churches can all be said to have grown during this period.lS3

The notion of a "mixed economy" of welfa¡e might also be applied when
discussing the Islamic world. It could be argued that the triangle of govemment

action - the collection and distribution of zalût, the establishment of stf com-
munities, as well as voluntary almsgiving, supplemented each other. However, the

crucial point is the weak performance of most Muslim govemments, which was

mainly due to the inability of the state to enforce its will on the "civil society": the

case of lSth- and 19th- century Morocco being a good example of the split
between "govemment controlled areas" and "no-man's-land".l& On the other
hand, the sensibility of some of the Mamlik rulers to enforce regulations of the
grain market is an example of strong govemment action.l85

Mitchison points to a crucial matter conceming the formulation of an

efficient social policy, namely the problem of defining the poor - a matter that
also will be raised in this study onzakãt, as the poor and the needy are identified
by the Qurãn as being two of the eight categories of receivers of obligatory alms

and thus are the target of a social welfare policy. According to Mitchison, the
problem is to identify the state of poverty of the poor and how many of them
could be assisted, how these should be selected, how the help was to be given and

what kind of assistance would be chosen.lS6 Roberts, again, points to another
problem which also has to be taken into account when zalcãt is discussed, namely
the possibility or ability of the central govemment to control the local agents, who
usually acted on a community level:187 11 zakat was supposed to function as the

183 Rob"r,, 1998: 19-20.
l& S"" furrher ChapterVII ftr. 8.
185 S* funher Lapidus l9ó9; Perho 1997
l8ó M¡t.hison l99l:39.
187 Robens t998:28.
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cornerstone of any Islamic social welfare policy where the state or the central
govemment was supposed to have a key role, how was the central authority able

to enforce its will and, by extension, to supervise the realisation of the principles

of Islamic law that govem the collection and distribution of zaleãt?

The ldeal of the lslamic State

A general trend within the political writing of Muslim schola¡s had been the argu-

ment of the comrptness of the time one is living in. Muslim regimes and rulers
past and present are usually depicted as morally corrupt, the state as comrpt and

the political arena having become a playing ground for individualists who only
ca¡e about their own interests. Such arguments can be found in works by, among

others, classical schola¡s as al-MãwardI, Ibn Taymr-ya and Ibn Khaldün, but also

among pre-colonial Muslim schola¡s in the Bilãd al-Südãri, such as Jibn-l b.'Uma¡
from Agades, Usman dan Fodio ('Uthmãn ibn Füdi) in Gobir, al-Heü'Umar Tal
in the Western Sudan and Muhammad Ahmad in the Nilotic Sudan, to mention a

¡"*.lEE
The ideal Islamic state of the Muslim scholars was the Islamic community

founded by Muþammad in Medina. Within that community, the state was but the

plurality of its citizens unified by faith and obedience to the commands of God.

The army was but the citizenry in arms, and institutions such as the så¡ir¿i, the

council, and the bay'a, the collective oath of allegiance, were meant to ensure

repfesentative and responsible govemment. The idea of an ideal Islamic state in
the political history of Islam has been used as a key element in the critique of the

given state of affairs in any one society. The ideal Islamic state, however, is as

much of an illusion as that of the ideal community, lhe umma.189

However, although the ideal of the unity of state and umma remained the key
concept and politico-religious idea within ofhodox (Sunni) jurisprudence, the

reality was the de facto division and distinction between state and sociery. Since

the days of Umayyads the state consisted of the ruling dynasty with their
retainers, functionaries and professional soldiery. Models and procedures of
govemment were drawn from the pre-Islamic imperial traditions of Persia and

Byzantium. The state became linked with the cities and Sunni Muslim literati and

although it theoretically remained Islamic, the state was structurally separated

from its subjects.lgo Sunni jurisprudence, such as al-Mãwardi's Al-ahkãm at-

sultãnlya, tried ex post facto to reconcile the reality with the ideal, thus, on the

188

r89

190

See further Last 1987.

Zuba¡da 199314445.

Zubaida 1993:4142.
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one hand, saving the Islamic character of the state by demanding that government

and rule should not contradict or conflict with the shar-t'a, while, on the other

hand, supporting the idea that there was to be no questioning of the authorita¡ian

rule of any Muslim mler, be he just or unjust.l9l

The core argument for all schola¡s has been to underline the rift between the

ideal concept and the political reality. The common argument among critical
schola¡s, such as al-Ghazãli during the l2th century and Ibn Taymiya during the

l4th century, was that the rulers of their times were perceived as unjust and

oppressive, failing to rule according to the rules of the Qurãn, the sa¿¿a of the

Prophet Mutlammad and the shar-t'a. These schola¡s pointed out that political and

administrative deveþment in the Muslim wodd had become non-Islamic and

called for a retum to, or a revival of, the ideal society of the Prophet and the four

Righteous Qaliphs. Thus, for example, Ibn Taymlya criticised the Mamläk rulers

in Egypt for sidestepping Islamic law and violating the rules of zakõt

In the governmen¡ revenues, right and wrong has been mixed up. So a number of
religious leamed and needy people are not paid their subsistence, while there are a
great number of people getting a pension many times more than their need. These are
groups of people gening grantrin ipite of their wealth and having no need ¡q¡ ¡¡.192

While al-Ghaeãli and Ibn Taymiya were neither the fust nor the last schola¡s

to criticise the "worldly affai¡s" of the rulers, later critics usually referred to these

two scholars when they tried to establish their critique against Muslim rulers and

govemments of their own time.l93

The rift between the ideals of the Muslim schola¡s and the political reality

had become too obvious by the l4th century when lbn Khaldun wrote his

Muqaddima. Compared to the earlier jurists, who tried to place the state within
the legal-religious sphere, Ibn Khaldun clearly recognised the distinction between

nal,t, kingship or secular authority, and the caliphate. According to Ibn Khaldün,

mulk-rule should be based upon the use of political-military power and coercion

whereas lhe'ulamã' were to assume a subsidiary position within govemment. The

rule of the caliphate was to be based upon the application of religion and sharí'a.

However, Ibn Khaldün's distinction between kingship and caliphate was more

than an ex po$ facþ description because it resulted in an analysis of the cyclical

behaviour of the rise and fall of smtes by emphasising that the caliphate-rule had

been replacedby mulk-rule as part of a specific politicat cycle.l94

l9l Al-Mawardi 199ó; Tibi 1996: lóLló4.
192 lbnT"y-iyainlslahi 1988: 204.
193 S"" ñrtth.r Islahi 1988 and al-Azmeh 1996 (especially Chapter V).
194 lbn Khaldùn 1989: 20G-20ó. However, the debates among the Muslim scholars on the

question of justice and disobedience owed much to the various nttempts to legitimise
rebellions and find ways to articulate political and social tensions within ¡he umøa. Muslim
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Islamic Economics within the Ideal State

In general, according to the ideas of modem,2Oth-century Islamic economics, the

state is to have an active role in the economy. Although there is no agreement

a,mong present Muslim economists on whether state inten¿ention in the economy

should be limited or not, there is a fundamental understanding among all of the

writers about the responsibility of the state for the social welfare of all people.

The emphasis on state responsibility within the social welfare sphere is not
surprising, and gives an opening for addressing pre-2Oth-cenn¡ry attempts to
create the ideal state as well as the Islamisation of the economy. However, it
should be unde¡lined that the idea of a public social welfa¡e system cannot as

such be applied to precolonial and pre-modem societies - one conclusion of the

foregoing discussion about almsgiving and charity in Muslim societies is that

there existed no such concept. In addition, it should be underlined that pre-2Oth-

century Muslim scholars, who did discuss the need to give alms, usually

discussed it as being part ofthe private or individual sphere.

The 20th-century debate ¿rmong Islamic economists about the basis of an

Islamic welfare policy and the question of zakât has its pre-2Oth-century counter-
parts. The question of zal<ãt as a dividing line between just and unjust rulers is as

old as the umma. The third caliph, 'Uthmãn, was accused by his critics of side-

stepping the rules of zøkõt and was killed by a member of the opposition.lgs In
later periods, the demand for a just taxation and a revival of the Islamic principles

of taxation have been the core element of many, if not all, militant reform
movements throughout the Islamic world. Before the economists' debate on the

possibilities of an Islamic economy, the ideal Islamic state $,ith its social-welfare-

for-the-umma-principle had been debated and proposed by various Muslim
literati. Vy'hereas today's approach towa¡ds Islamic economics confines itself
within the margins of economics, the traditional debate was developed within
Islamic jurisprudence. With its stong emphasis on social justice and public

scholars were painfully aware ofthe fact that the ummo under the third Caliph had already

become a fiction. The standpoint of the Sunni schola¡s, refened to ea¡lier, was a result of the

politico-religious critique from both Kharijites and Shi'ites as well as thc thrust of Hellenis-
tic philosophy during the 8th and 9th centuries AD and tbe change in political leadership of
the Caliphate itself under the Abbasids. Sunni scholars bad to explain and give their religio-
legal backing to the shifts in political leadership of the Câliphate, such as the Abbasid
rebellion and, later, the division of power within the Abbasid Caliphate. See further Tibi
1996: 160.

195 According to ,Abd Allãh ibn lbãd, the founder of the Ibadite branch of the Kharijite move-
menl, .Uthmãn was accused by bis critics of nepoúsm and unlawful innovations, including
of having spent the za&z-r on his relatives, his friends and the rich (Sachau 1899: 53).
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responsibility for social welfale, Islamic jurisprudence does present a model of a
pre-modem Islamic social welfare policy. This policy $,as to be centred upon the

collection and disnibutionof zaløt as legal alms as well as the establishment of a
bayt al-mãl or public teasury. The key understanding of the bayt al-mal was that
its wealth rvas to be treated as Allah's wealth or the Muslim's wealth, and it
implied that the revenue collected into the bayt al-nøl were Allah's trust and the
common propsrty of all Muslims, the ruler being merely in the position of a

trustee.196

According to the financial doctrines of the Muslim scholars, the revenue of
an Islamic state was divided between religious and secula¡ revenue. A further
distinction was made between the classes of revenue which accrue to the Muslim
community or the Islamic state as distinct from the Public Treasury ot bayt al-
må|. However, there is a disagreement between the various Muslim schools of
law on what should constitute the Public Treasury. Four-fifths of theþy, revenue,
that is jizya and kharãj, to the Public Treasury according to the Shãfi.r doctrine,
whereas, according to the [.{anafi and Mãliki doctrine, the entire/ay, goes to the
Public Treasury. One-fifth of the fay', as well as one-fifth of the booty revenue,

should be divided into th¡ee parts, namely the Prophet's share, the share of the
Prophet's relatives and a trust fund for orphans, the indigent and wayfarers that
would be part of the Public Treasury. Of this pafi, rhe hophet's share would go to
the Public Treasury, according to Mãlikr- and Shãfi.i doctrine, whereas it should
be kept outside the Public heasury according to the l-Ianafi doctrine. More com-
plicated was the sÌate of zakãt au¡.d,,ushr. According to the Mãlilf doctítne, zakãt,
which is levied on both appalent and non-apparent propeÍy,Ig? should be paid to
state officials and thus would be part of the Public Treasury. However, according
to shãfi'i doctrine, zakãt on non-app¿uent property was under no circumstances
part of the Public Treasury whlle zakãt on apparent ptoperty might only be held
as a trust and as such r¡/as not a part of the Public Treasury.l98

The problem of any Muslim state was how to secure enough income to cover
its expenses. As long as there were enough subjects that paid jizya, there was
enough revenue available, but when income ftom jizya declined, the state was
facing a fiscal crisis. The ñscal crisis became aggravated if its expansion was
halted and the income from Htums, one-fifth of the revenues from military expe-
ditions, disappeared. In such a situation, zakõt became a problem because the

196 po¡ 1984: 387-388. See further the sections on zakðt in Ruxton 1916 and rhe ùesis of
Aghnides 1916.

197 ln g.n"rul, appârent property consists of animals end crops whereas non-appalenr propeny
consists of personal wealth and articles of ûade. Howeve¡, the various Muslim schools of
law disagree among themselves on rhis distinction (Aghnides 1916: 29Ç301).

198 Aghnid.s t9t6: 423428.
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state could not use the income from it to cover its expenses.l99 pu¿t"t-ore, to

broaden the fiscal basis was, at least in theory, impossible due to the demand that

only Qur'ãnic taxes could be levied. However, the fiscal crisis usually led to a

break with the Qur'ãnic basis of taxation and the introduction of extra- and non-

QuPãnic levies (mukus). Such a policy did, however, as a rule lead to fierce

criticism from the 'ulamã',especially from those scholars who opposed the acts of
the rulers and who demanded the abolition of such levies. It was therefore prob-

lematic for the Muslim state to push for a reorganisation of the tax basis. As long

as Qur'ãnic tÐ(es were levied, the main pressure was put on the rural population,

but any attempt to relocate the tax burden and shift it towards the urban

population, trade and crafts, was ideologically, if not politically, more or less

impossible.2m Therefore, the Muslim ruler was caught in a dilemma - to increase

taxes and face the possibility of a revolt or to stick to the ideal and face a financial

crisis. This dilemma provided Ibn Khaldún wittr his theory of the rise and fall of
states as well as Emst Gellner (following Ibn Khaldün) with his notion of the

"pemranent Islamic revolution":

But what would happen (..,) if some authoritative cleric, having wilh some show of
plausibility denounced the impiety and immorality of the ruler, thereby also provided a

banner, a focus, a measure of unitary leadenhip for the wolves? What if he went into
the wildemess to ponder the comrption of the rime, and there encountered, not only
God, but also some armed tribesmen, who responded to his message? This everyJatent
possibility hangs over the political order, ând is perhaps the Islamic form of permanent

revolution.2ol

Despite the efforts of the various Islamic schools of law to establish a

genuine theory of how to handle social and economic problems of Muslim socie-

ty, the outcome has been relatively conñrsing. One fundamental problem has been

that the aim of the Muslim schola¡s was not the non-divine/secula¡ society of the

real world but was directed at speculation about the possibilities and outlines of a
divine order. The fiscal and economic realities in Muslim societies were hardly

mentioned. However, the legal speculation and outlines of Islamic taxation,

together with the alleged responsibilities of an Islamic state, were used by leaders

of revivalist and reform movements in their critique of the state of affairs in

Muslim societies and thei¡ call for an oveÍhrow of "unjust" rulers. The question

l9 Fo, example, most scholars would reject tlle idea to use e¿tdf money to cover for the ex-

penses for the regular army. Those soldiers that are registerêd 't¡ the õwãn are only entitled

to the/ay,, îotto zakãt, whereas only volunleen and non-registered combatants are granted

an amount from the zal¡åt. See further al-Mawardi 1996: 58: 188.

Ð F"ldb"u", 1995:T19481.
201 6"¡n"r l98l:45.
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of the just and legal collection of zakãt was especially used by the critics of
unpopular Muslim rulers.

Interpreting Zakiít

The rift between the real world and the speculations about a perfect economic
system within an ideal politico-cum-religious environment has had a great variety
of consequences in the Islamic world. Firsr, the rift might be interpreted in a
negative way: the impossibility of establishing utopia on earrh. Such an interpre-
tation might result in a fatalistic worldview. However, as has become evident in
the previous outline, Muslim intellectuals cannot be regarded as propagators of a
lost cause, doomed to the da¡kness of fatalism. Instead, one key argument has

been the need for change, usually the call for a revival of the 'þerfect communi-
ty" which existed during the early days of Islam. Thus, the rift between the real
and the ideal world demands an effort of the tn¡e believers "fi sabil Allâh" - for
the case of Allah. It is a fi.¡ture-oriented projection - the establishment of an

Islamic state - although it rests on the re-enactment of a "true but lost reality".
Therefore Gellner's notion of a "permanent revolution" captures one of the
driving forces within the Islamic world: man's failure to establish utopia on ea¡th
due to his imperfection is not the end of history but in fact the impetus behind it.
As, according to Islam, no man can be above rhe Law, because it is God's Law
and man is only his vice regenr here on earth, rhe caliph himself being only a
primus inter pares, God's Law must be the guideline of society as a whole, be it
in politics, economics, trade or social life. Back to utopia? Not necessarily,
because the demand for the rule of God's Law on eafh does give the custodians
and interpreters of the Law a central position.

One consequence of the "permanent revolution" is that the question of
obligatory almsgiving and, most important, the question of permitted and
forbidden taxes is almost always raised by those Muslim schola¡s who were
critical of the political regime. Any ruler who, deliberately or not, sidesteps the

Qur'ãnic taxes or introduces extraordina¡y taxes and levies is faced with the
charge by the scholars that he is breaking with the rules of Islam. some scholars
might even argue that rime has come to topple the regime and replace it with a
new one that would rule according to Islamic Law and ethics. If successful in
their aspintions, an Islamic state might be established by the critical scholars.
However, the problem with the scholar who becomes the leader of a religio-cum-
potitical movement is that almost immediately after becoming the new ruler, he or
she is no longer the erector ofa perfect sociery but the administrator ofa society
where people are fallible. The moment the scholar starts to rule as a political
authority and makes his or her fîrst compromise, utopia is lost again and the
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perfect Islamic state starts to fade away. After too many changes, compromises

and the introduction of additional taxes to meet the growing demands of the court

and the army, the Islamic state became a mere façade, or, following lbn Khaldün,

one is dealing again with Muslim states ruled by "secular" Muslim rulers who

have no religious impact or position; Islamic law is enforced and might even be

the guideline in society, but would not confine the ruler as he would rule with or

without it.
The foregoing discussion on the impact of the "permanent revolution" and

zakõt does, in my view, have some crucial consequences for the way ml<ãt might
have been implemented in Muslim/Islamic states and societies in the Bilãd al-

Sudãn. Following the ideal case, the establishment of Islamic states or Islamic

rule in the region, the Qut'ãnic taxes would have been the basis of øxanon.7-akãt

would thus have been collected and distributed according to the rules of zakdçthe

govemment would have had the key role as the supe.rvisor of the transition of the

obligatory alms from the giver to the receiver. An Islamic govemment would

have an indi¡ect right to a share of zalcãt as the collectors of the obligatory alms

were allowed to be paid from zakät-funds. Moreover, an Islamic govemment

could argue that at least the volunteers, but not the soldien, of the army could be

paid out of zakãtZakãt would be collected, stored and distributed at the local,

village level and thus serve as a kind of social welfa¡e fund. In times of distress,

the ruler, who as the reviver and builder of the ideal - Islamic - society, would

follow the example of the Prophet: he would redistribute the z¿Èár-funds,

especially the zakãt-gran.

The perception of the ideal state realised on earth had, following Michael

Watts's str¡dies on the moral economy of the Sokoto Caliphate, formed the

staÍing point of argumentation for academic research on pre-colonial Sudanic

realities.2@ According to Watts, the gain collected as zakõt by state officials
provided the corne¡stone for a precolonial social welfa¡e system that would have

existed at least in the Sokoto Caliphaæ. Further, according to'Watts,

... at an ideological level, the redistributive ethic was reiterated through 
^a 

Muslim
dogma which saw gift-giving as obligatory for the rich and the officeholders.2o3

The end result of Wans's proposed system of a "collective welfare" is a situation

where the collection and distribution of. zakãt actually would have been realised

according to the principles of Islamic law and order.

But does the idea of a moral economy based on zalcãt exist? As will be

pointed out in the next chapters, the political and economic realities within Afri-

2@ Wans 19791 1983: 1987. Seefu¡therChapterV
203 14¡"¡s l983b:49.
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can pre-colonial societies and states underwent many changes. Islamic states were

established from time to time as a result of a militant reform movement - the

realisation of utopia. But, as will be argued, this utopia did not last for long.

Generally, during the time of the second generation of rulers, the Islamic order -
if still existing - had, for several reasons, been adjusted and accommodated to the

demands of the "real" world. Thus, it would not be too surprising to find a rather

differentiated system of taxation rather than a "pure" form of Islamic taxation.

The distribution of state revenues might or might not follow Islamic law and

principles, depending in most cases on whethe¡ the ruler followed Machiavellian

guidelines or personal interests. Therefore Watts's concept of a moral economy

based on zal<ãt readg rather like a Westem version of the argumentation of the

adherents of Islamic economics. In the end, their projection is equal to úte Sampo-

model: the lost provider of all good.2g However, as little as the Islamic eco-

nomists are able to describe the fr¡nctioning of an economic and social welfa¡e

system in the real world (as the Islamic state and the Islamic economy yet have to

be established) neither axe the propagators of a moral economy able to indicate

the existence of a real system but only the attempts to realise an ideal system.

Having critically argued against the possible functioning of a moral economy

of zal¡ãt,I have to reverse my argument when dealing with Muslim communities

either within or outside Muslim societies, Whereas I do argue that the moral eco-

nomy of zalcõt withtn the sphere of the state, namely zalcãt as a tax, is at least

problematic if not more or less impossible, I do recogrise thaÍ zakat indeed might

and did form the basis of a moral economy, not on a state level but on an individ-
ual and community level. Here I follow the idea of John Hunwick, who describes

zalçåt as a moral economy of salvation: the spending of one's wealth with the

intention to give zalcãt not only purifies the wealth itself but the giver is promised

a reward in heaven.26 Fi¡st and foremost, however, zakât is not a collective duty
or even an obligation/responsibility incumbent upon the state but an individual

one. In the end, the role of the state is the problematic one: it should only super-

vise, not control, the spending of obligatory alms and the fr¡lfilment of the indi-
vidual obligation.

Thus, the outcome is that the collection and distribution of zakãt, namely the

fulfrlment of the individual obligation, can be realised without the existence of an

Islamic state. Within an Islamic environment, such as realised in the enclaves that

2B \ryeiss 2ffi2: 176. Sampo is a mysterious object often referred to in the mythological songs

of¡he Finns. It has the po¡ency to provide various forms ofprosperity. Usually it is pornayed
as a magic mill or money spinner. The implementalion of zakôt in an Islamic economy is

regarded by the advocates of Islamic economics as creating all the good things that would be

desirable from an Islamic standpoint.
205 See ñ¡rther Hunwick 1999.
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Muslim traders and scholars established wherever they settled down in the Bilãd
al-Südãn and further south towards the West African rainforest, these Muslims
scholars in fact established what could be termed prayer economies. The term
prayer economy was first introduced by Munay Last who used the idea to
describe the complex but pervasive practices in Kano in No¡thern Nigeria where

considerable sums of money were given to Muslim scholars for prayers,
blessings, and Islamic medicine.2tr The term was further expanded by Benjamin
Soares who discussed the prayer economy in Nioro in Mali and included the
giving of gifu to religious leaders:

the prayer economy operates through the circulation of capital - economic, political,
and spiritual or sym-bolic - which palicular social actors are able to convert from one
domain to another.2ffi

However, whereas Soares is interested in the fusion of the economic and
political elite with religious leaders, I will use the notion of a prayer economy in
Chapter VIII to describe the giving of gifts and alms to local imãms and especial-

ly local gufi shaykhs, who a¡e able to redistribute their charities received and gifts
to followers and others and which, :N a consequence, might strengthen their
baraka or cha¡isma and spiritual influence.

2ffi Last 1988.
207 So*", 1996:741


